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I live in my own place, 
have never copied nobody even half, 

and at any master who lacks the grace 
to laugh at himself—I laugh. 
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SELECTED TEXT 
PREFACE FOR THE SECOND EDITION 

This book may need more than one preface, and in the end there would still remain room for doubt 
whether anyone who had never lived through similar experiences could be brought closer to the 
experience of this book by means of prefaces. It seems to be written in the language of the wind 
that thaws ice and snow: high spirits, unrest, contradiction, and April weather are present in it, 
and one is instantly reminded no less of the proximity of winter than of the triumph over the 
winter that is coming, must come, and perhaps has already come. 
Gratitude pours forth continually, as if the unexpected had just happened—the gratitude of a 
convalescent—for convalescence was unexpected. "Gay Science": that signifies the saturnalia of a 
spirit who has patiently resisted a terrible, long pressure—patiently, severely, coldly, without 
submitting, but also without hope—and who is now all at once attacked by hope, the hope for 
health, and the intoxication of convalescence. Is it any wonder that in the process much that is 
unreasonable and foolish comes to light, much playful tenderness that is lavished even on problems 
that have a prickly hide and are not made to be caressed and enticed? This whole book is nothing 
but a bit of merry-making after long privation and powerlessness, the rejoicing of strength that is 



returning, of a reawakened faith in a tomorrow and the day after tomorrow, of a sudden sense and 
anticipation of a future, of impending adventures, of seas that are open again, of goals that are 
permitted again, believed again. And what did not lie behind me then! This stretch of desert, 
exhaustion, disbelief, icing up in the midst of youth, this interlude of old age at the wrong time, 
this tyranny of pain even excelled by the tyranny of pride that refused the conclusions of pain—
and conclusions are consolations—this radical retreat into solitude as a self-defense against a 
contempt for men that had become pathologically clairvoyant—this determined self-limitation to 
what was bitter, harsh, and hurtful to know, prescribed by the nausea that had gradually 
developed out of an incautious and pampering spiritual diet, called romanticism—oh, who could 
reexperience all of this? But if anyone could, he would surely pardon more than a little foolishness, 
exuberance, and "gay science"—for example, the handful of songs that have now been added to 
this book—songs in which a poet makes fun of all poets in a way that may be hard to forgive. Alas, 
it is not only the poets and their beautiful "lyrical sentiments" on whom the resurrected author 
has to vent his sarcasm: who knows what victim he is looking for, what monster of material for 
parody will soon attract him? "Incipit tragoedia" we read at the end of this awesomely aweless 
book. Beware! Something downright wicked and malicious is announced here: incipit parodia, no 
doubt. 

2. 
But let us leave Herr Nietzsche: what is it to us that Herr Nietzsche has become well again? 
For a psychologist there are few questions that are as attractive as that concerning the relation 
of health and philosophy, and if he should himself become ill, he will bring all of his scientific 
curiosity into his illness. For assuming that one is a person, one necessarily also has the philosophy 
that belongs to that person; but there is a big difference. In some it is their deprivations that 
philosophize; in others, their riches and strengths. The former need their philosophy, whether it 
be a prop, a sedative, medicine, redemption, elevation, or self-alienation. For the latter it is merely 
a beautiful luxury—in the best cases, the voluptuousness of a triumphant gratitude that eventually 
still has to inscribe itself in cosmic letters on the heaven of concepts. But in the former case, 
which is more common, when it is distress that philosophizes, as is the case with all sick thinkers—
and perhaps sick thinkers are more numerous in the history of philosophy—what will become of the 
thought itself when it is subjected to the pressure of sickness? This is the question that concerns 
the psychologist, and here an experiment is possible. Just as a traveler may resolve, before he 
calmly abandons himself to sleep, to wake up at a certain time, we philosophers, if we should 
become sick, surrender for a while to sickness, body and soul—and, as it were, shut our eyes to 
ourselves. And as the traveler knows that something is not asleep, that something counts the 
hours and will wake him up, we, too, know that the decisive moment will find us awake, and that 
something will leap forward then and catch the spirit in the act: I mean, in its weakness or 
repentance or resignation or hardening or gloom, and whatever other names there are for the 
pathological states of the spirit that on healthy days are opposed by the pride of the spirit (for 
the old saying is still valid: "the proud spirit, peacock, and horse are the three proudest beasts on 
earth"). 
After such self-questioning, self-temptation, one acquires a subtler eye for all philosophizing to 
date; one can infer better than before the involuntary detours, side lanes, resting places, and 
sunny places of thought to which suffering thinkers are led and misled on account of their 
suffering; for now one knows whether the sick body and its needs unconsciously urge, push, and 
lure the spirit—toward the sun, stillness, madness, patience, medicine, balm in some sense. Every 
philosophy that ranks peace above war, every ethic with a negative definition of happiness, every 
metaphysics and physics that knows some finale, some final state of some sort, every predominant 



aesthetic or religious craving for some Apart, Beyond, Outside, Above, permits the question 
whether it was not sickness that inspired the philosopher. The unconscious disguise of 
physiological needs under the cloaks of the objective, ideal, purely spiritual goes to frightening 
lengths—and often I have asked myself whether, taking a large view, philosophy has not been 
merely an interpretation of the body and a misunderstanding of the body. 
Behind the highest value judgments that have hitherto guided the history of thought, there are 
concealed misunderstandings of the physical constitution—of individuals or classes or even whole 
races. All those bold insanities of metaphysics, especially answers to the question about the value 
of existence, may always be considered first of all as the symptoms of certain bodies. And if such 
world affirmations or world negations tout court lack any grain of significance when measured 
scientifically, they are the more valuable for the historian and psychologist as hints or symptoms 
of the body, of its success or failure, its plenitude, power, and autocracy in history, or of its 
frustrations, weariness, impoverishment, its premonitions of the end, its will to the end. 
I am still waiting for a philosophical physician in the exceptional sense of that word—one who has 
to pursue the problem of the total health of a people, time, race or of humanity—to muster the 
courage to push my suspicion to its limits and to risk the proposition: what was at stake in all 
philosophizing hitherto was not at all "truth" but something else—let us say, health, future, 
growth, power, life. 

3. 
You see that I do not want to take leave ungratefully from that time of severe sickness whose 
profits I have not yet exhausted even today. I am very conscious of the advantages that my fickle 
health gives me over all robust squares [Vierschrötigen des Geistes]. A philosopher who has 
traversed many kinds of health, and keeps traversing them, has passed through an equal number of 
philosophies; he simply cannot keep from transposing his states every time into the most spiritual 
form and distance: this art of transfiguration is philosophy. We philosophers are not free to 
divide body from soul as the people do; we are even less free to divide soul from spirit. We are not 
thinking frogs, nor objectifying and registering mechanisms with their innards removed: 
constantly, we have to give birth to our thoughts out of our pain and, like mothers, endow them 
with all we have of blood, heart, fire, pleasure, passion, agony, conscience, fate, and catastrophe. 
Life—that means for us constantly transforming all that we are into light and flame—also 
everything that wounds us; we simply can do no other. And as for sickness: are we not almost 
tempted to ask whether we could get along without it? Only great pain is the ultimate liberator of 
the spirit, being the teacher of the great suspicion that turns every U into an X, a real, genuine X, 
that is the letter before the penultimate one. [There is a German expression for deceiving someone that 
means literally: passing off a u as an x. Originally it referred to the Roman numerals, V and X, and meant 
passing off a five for a ten. The suspicion of which Nietzsche speaks does not inflate conventional values; it 
insists that they are not really known but rather unknown quantities—the x of the mathematicians.] 
Only great pain, the long, slow pain that takes its time—on which we are burned, as it were, with 
green wood—compels us philosophers to descend into our ultimate depths and to put aside all 
trust, everything good-natured, everything that would interpose a veil, that is mild, that is 
medium—things in which formerly we may have found our humanity. I doubt that such pain makes 
us "better"; but I know that it makes us more profound. 
Whether we learn to pit our pride, our scorn, our will power against it, equaling the American 
Indian who, however tortured, repays his torturer with the malice of his tongue; or whether we 
withdraw from pain into that Oriental Nothing—called Nirvana—into mute, rigid, deaf resignation, 
self-forgetting, self-extinction: out of such long and dangerous exercises of self-mastery one 
emerges as a different person, with a few more question marks—above all with the will henceforth 
to question further, more deeply, severely, harshly, evilly, and quietly than one had questioned 



heretofore. The trust in life is gone: life itself has become a problem. Yet one should not jump to 
the conclusion that this necessarily makes one gloomy. Even love of life is still possible, only one 
loves differently. It is the love for a woman that causes doubts in us. 
The attraction of everything problematic, the delight in an x, however, is so great in such more 
spiritual, more spiritualized men that this delight flares up again and again like a bright blaze over 
all the distress of what is problematic, over all the danger of uncertainty, and even over the 
jealousy of the lover. We know a new happiness. 

4. 
In the end, lest what is most important remain unsaid: from such abysses, from such severe 
sickness, also from the sickness of severe suspicion, one returns newborn, having shed one's skin, 
more ticklish and malicious, with a more delicate taste for joy, with a tenderer tongue for all good 
things, with merrier senses, with a second dangerous innocence in joy, more childlike and yet a 
hundred times subtler than one has ever been before. 
How repulsive pleasure is now, that crude, musty, brown pleasure as it is understood by those who 
like pleasure, our "educated" people, our rich people, and our rulers! How maliciously we listen now 
to the big country-fair boom-boom with which the "educated" person and city dweller today 
permits art, books, and music to rape him and provide "spiritual pleasures"—with the aid of 
spirituous liquors! How the theatrical scream of passion now hurts our ears, how strange to our 
taste the whole romantic uproar and tumult of the senses have become, which the educated mob 
loves, and all its aspirations after the elevated, inflated, and exaggerated! No, if we convalescents 
still need art, it is another kind of art—a mocking, light, fleeting, divinely untroubled, divinely 
artificial art that, like a pure flame, licks into unclouded skies. Above all, an art for artists, for 
artists only! We know better afterward what above all is needed for this: cheerfulness, any 
cheerfulness, my friends—also as artists: let me prove it. There are a few things we now know too 
well, we knowing ones: oh, how we now learn to forget well, and to be good at not knowing, as 
artists! 
And as for our future, one will hardly find us again on the paths of those Egyptian youths who 
endanger temples by night, embrace statues, and want by all means to unveil, uncover, and put into 
a bright light whatever is kept concealed for good reasons [An allusion to Frederich Schiller's "The 
Veiled Image at Sais.]. No, this bad taste, this will to truth, to "truth at any price," this youthful 
madness in the love of truth, have lost their charm for us: for that we are too experienced, too 
serious, too merry, too burned, too profound. We no longer believe that truth remains truth when 
the veils are withdrawn; we have lived too much to believe this. Today we consider it a matter of 
decency not to wish to see everything naked, or to be present at everything, or to understand and 
"know" everything. 
"Is it true that God is present everywhere?" a little girl asked her mother; "I think that's 
indecent"—a hint for philosophers! One should have more respect for the bashfulness with which 
nature has hidden behind riddles and iridescent uncertainties. Perhaps truth is a woman who has 
reasons for not letting us see her reasons? Perhaps her name is—to speak Greek—Baubo? [A 
primitive and obscene female demon; originally a personification of the female genitals.] 
Oh, those Greeks! They knew how to live. What is required for that is to stop courageously at the 
surface, the fold, the skin, to adore appearance, to believe in forms, tones, words, in the whole 
Olympus of appearance. Those Greeks were superficial—out of profundity. And is not this 
precisely what we are coming back to, we daredevils of the spirit who have climbed the highest 
and most dangerous peak of present thought and looked around from up there—we who have 
looked down from there? Are we not, precisely in this respect, Greeks? Adorers of forms, of 
tones, of words? And therefore—artists? 



Ruta, near Genoa, 
in the fall of 1886 

"Joke, Cunning, and Revenge": 
Prelude in German Rhymes 

1. Invitation 
Take a chance and try my fare: 
It will grow on you, I swear; 
Soon it will taste good to you. 
If by then you should want more, 
All the things I've done before 
Will inspire things quite new. 

 
2. My Happiness 

Since I grew tired of the chase 
And search, I learned to find; 
And since the wind blows in my face, 
I sail with every wind. 

 
3. Undaunted 

Where you stand, dig deep and pry! 
Down there is the well. 
Let the obscurantists cry: 
"Down there's only—hell!" 

 
7. Vademecum—Vadetecum 

[Vademecum: a manual or guidebook; literally, "go with me." Vadetecum: go with yourself.] 
Lured by my style and tendency, 
you follow and come after me? 
Follow your own self faithfully— 
take time—and thus you follow me. 

 
11. The Proverb Speaks 

Sharp and mild, rough and fine, 
Strange and familiar, impure and clean, 
A place where fool and sage convene: 
All this I am and wish to mean, 
Dove as well as snake and swine. 

 
13. For Dancers 

Smooth ice 
is paradise 
for those who dance with expertise. 

 
23. Interpretation 

Interpreting myself, I always read 
Myself into my books. I clearly need 



Some help. But all who climb on their own way 
Carry my image, too, into the breaking day. 

 
30. The Neighbor 

I do not love my neighbor near, 
but wish he were high up and far. 
How else could he become my star? 

 
43. Admonition 

What you want is fame? 
Then note the price: 
All claim 
To honor you must sacrifice. 

 
60. Higher Men 

He should be praised for climbing; yet 
The other man comes always from a height 
And lives where praise can never get— 
Beyond your sight. 

 
62. Ecce Homo 

Yes, I know from where I came! 
Ever hungry like a flame, 
I consume myself and glow. 
Light grows all that I conceive, 
Ashes everything I leave: 
Flame I am assuredly. 

 
63. Star Morals 

Called a star's orbit to pursue, 
What is the darkness, star, to you? 
Roll on in bliss, traverse this age— 
Its misery far from you and strange. 
Let farthest world your light secure. 
Pity is sin you must abjure. 
But one command is yours: be pure! 

BOOK I 
1. The teachers of the purpose of existence 

Whether I contemplate men with benevolence or with an evil eye, I always find them concerned 
with a single task, all of them and every one of them in particular: to do what is good for the 
preservation of the human race. Not from any feeling of love for the race, but merely because 
nothing in them is older, stronger, more inexorable and unconquerable than this instinct—because 
this instinct constitutes the essence of our species, our herd. It is easy enough to divide our 
neighbors quickly, with the usual myopia, from a mere five paces away, into useful and harmful, 
good and evil men; but in any large-scale accounting, when we reflect on the whole a little longer, 
we become suspicious of this neat division and finally abandon it. Even the most harmful man may 
really be the most useful when it comes to the preservation of the species; for he nurtures either 



in himself or in others, through his effects, instincts without which humanity would long have 
become feeble or rotten. Hatred, the mischievous delight in the misfortune of others, the lust to 
rob and dominate, and whatever else is called evil belongs to the most amazing economy of the 
preservation of the species. To be sure, this economy is not afraid of high prices, of squandering, 
and it is on the whole extremely foolish. Still it is proven that it has preserved our race so far. 
I no longer know whether you, my dear fellow man and neighbor, are at all capable of living in a way 
that would damage the species; in other words, "unreasonably" and "badly." What might have 
harmed the species may have become extinct many thousands of years ago and may by now be one 
of those things that are not possible even for God. Pursue your best or your worst desires, and 
above all perish! In both cases you are probably still in some way a promoter and benefactor of 
humanity and therefore entitled to your eulogists—but also to your detractors. But you will never 
find anyone who could wholly mock you as an individual, also in your best qualities, bringing home to 
you to the limits of truth your boundless, flylike, froglike wretchedness! To laugh at oneself as one 
would have to laugh in order to laugh out of the whole truth—to do that even the best so far 
lacked sufficient sense for the truth, and the most gifted had too little genius for that. Even 
laughter may yet have a future. I mean, when the proposition "the species is everything, one is 
always none" has become part of humanity, and this ultimate liberation and irresponsibility has 
become accessible to all at all times. Perhaps laughter will then have formed an alliance with 
wisdom, perhaps only "gay science" will then be left. 
For the present, things are still quite different. For the present, the comedy of existence has not 
yet "become conscious" of itself. For the present, we still live in the age of tragedy, the age of 
moralities and religions. What is the meaning of the ever new appearance of these founders of 
moralities and religions, these instigators of fights over moral valuations, these teachers of 
remorse and religious wars? What is the meaning of these heroes on this stage? Thus far these 
have been the heroes, and everything else, even if at times it was all that could be seen and was 
much too near to us, has always merely served to set the stage for these heroes, whether it was 
machinery or coulisse or took the form of confidants and valets. (The poets, for example, were 
always the valets of some morality.) 
It is obvious that these tragedians, too, promote the interests of the species, even if they should 
believe that they promote the interest of God or work as God's emissaries. They, too, promote 
the life of the species, by promoting the faith in life. "Life is worth living," every one of them 
shouts; "there is something to life, there is something behind life, beneath it; beware!" 
From time to time this instinct, which is at work equally in the highest and the basest men—the 
instinct for the preservation of the species—erupts as reason and as passion of the spirit. Then it 
is surrounded by a resplendent retinue of reasons and tries with all the force at its command to 
make us forget that at bottom it is instinct, drive, folly, lack of reasons. Life shall be loved, 
because—! Man shall advance himself and his neighbor, because—! What names all these Shalls and 
Becauses receive and may yet receive in the future! In order that what happens necessarily and 
always, spontaneously and without any purpose, may henceforth appear to be done for some 
purpose and strike man as rational and an ultimate commandment, the ethical teacher comes on 
stage, as the teacher of the purpose of existence; and to this end he invents a second, different 
existence and unhinges by means of his new mechanics the old, ordinary existence. Indeed, he 
wants to make sure that we do not laugh at existence, or at ourselves—or at him: for him, one is 
always one, something first and last and tremendous; for him there are no species, sums, or 
zeroes. His inventions and valuations may be utterly foolish and overenthusiastic; he may badly 
misjudge the course of nature and deny its conditions—and all ethical systems hitherto have been 
so foolish and anti-natural that humanity would have perished of every one of them if it had gained 



power over humanity—and yet, whenever "the hero" appeared on the stage, something new was 
attained: the gruesome counterpart of laughter, that profound emotional shock felt by many 
individuals at the thought: "Yes, I am worthy of living!" Life and I and you and all of us became 
interesting to ourselves once again and for a little while. 
There is no denying that in the long run every one of these great teachers of a purpose was 
vanquished by laughter, reason, and nature: the short tragedy always gave way again and returned 
into the eternal comedy of existence; and "the waves of uncountable laughter"—to cite 
Aeschylus—must in the end overwhelm even the greatest of these tragedians. In spite of all this 
laughter which makes the required corrections, human nature has nevertheless been changed by 
the ever new appearance of these teachers of the purpose of existence: It now has one additional 
need—the need for the ever new appearance of such teachers and teachings of a "purpose." 
Gradually, man has become a fantastic animal that has to fulfill one more condition of existence 
than any other animal: man has to believe, to know, from time to time why he exists; his race 
cannot flourish without a periodic trust in life—without faith in reason in life. And again and again 
the human race will decree from time to time: "There is something at which it is absolutely 
forbidden henceforth to laugh." The most cautious friend of man will add: "Not only laughter and 
gay wisdom but the tragic, too, with all its sublime unreason, belongs among the means and 
necessities of the preservation of the species." 
Consequently—. Consequently. Consequently. O, do you understand me, my brothers? Do you 
understand this new law of ebb and flood? There is a time for us, too! 

2. The intellectual conscience 
I keep having the same experience and keep resisting it every time. I do not want to believe it 
although it is palpable: the great majority of people lack an intellectual conscience. Indeed, it has 
often seemed to me as if anyone calling for an intellectual conscience were as lonely in the most 
densely populated cities as if he were in a desert. Everybody looks at you with strange eyes and 
goes right on handling his scales, calling this good and that evil. Nobody even blushes when you 
intimate that their weights are underweight; nor do people feel outraged; they merely laugh at 
your doubts. I mean: the great majority of people does not consider it contemptible to believe this 
or that and to live accordingly, without first having given themselves an account of the final and 
most certain reasons pro and con, and without even troubling themselves about such reasons 
afterward: the most gifted men and the noblest women still belong to this "great majority." But 
what is goodheartedness, refinement, or genius to me, when the person who has these virtues 
tolerates slack feelings in his faith and judgments and when he does not account the desire for 
certainty as his inmost craving and deepest distress—as that which separates the higher human 
beings from the lower. 
Among some pious people I have found a hatred of reason and was well disposed to them for that; 
for this at least betrayed their bad intellectual conscience. But to stand in the midst of this 
rerum concordia discors [Discordant concord of things: Horace, Epistles, I.12.19.] and of this whole 
marvelous uncertainty and rich ambiguity of existence without questioning, without trembling with 
the craving and the rapture of such questioning, without at least hating the person who questions, 
perhaps even finding him faintly amusing—that is what I feel to be contemptible, and this is the 
feeling for which I look first in everybody. Some folly keeps persuading me that every human 
being has this feeling, simply because he is human. This is my sense of injustice. 

11. Consciousness 
Consciousness is the last and latest development of the organic and hence also what is most 
unfinished and unstrong. Consciousness gives rise to countless errors that lead an animal or man to 
perish sooner than necessary, "exceeding destiny," as Homer puts it. If the conserving association 



of the instincts were not so very much more powerful, and if it did not serve on the whole as a 
regulator, humanity would have to perish of its misjudgments and its fantasies with open eyes, of 
its lack of thoroughness and its credulity—in short, of its consciousness; rather, without the 
former, humanity would long have disappeared. 
Before a function is fully developed and mature it constitutes a danger for the organism, and it is 
good if during the interval it is subjected to some tyranny. Thus consciousness is tyrannized—not 
least by our pride in it. One thinks that it constitutes the kernel of man; what is abiding, eternal, 
ultimate, and most original in him. One takes consciousness for a determinate magnitude. One 
denies it growth and its intermittences. One takes it for the "unity of the organism." 
This ridiculous overestimation and misunderstanding of consciousness has the very useful 
consequence that it prevents an all too fast development of consciousness. Believing that they 
possess consciousness, men have not exerted themselves very much to acquire it; and things 
haven't changed much in this respect. To this day the task of incorporating knowledge and making 
it instinctive is only beginning to dawn on the human eye and is not yet clearly discernible; it is a 
task that is seen only by those who have comprehended that so far we have incorporated only our 
errors and that all our consciousness relates to errors. 

13. On the doctrine of the feeling of power 
Benefiting and hurting others are ways of exercising one's power upon others; that is all one 
desires in such cases. One hurts those whom one wants to feel one's power, for pain is a much 
more efficient means to that end than pleasure; pain always raises the question about its origin 
while pleasure is inclined to stop with itself without looking back. We benefit and show 
benevolence to those who are already dependent on us in some way (which means that they are 
used to thinking of us as causes); we want to increase their power because in that way we increase 
ours, or we want to show them how advantageous it is to be in our power; that way they will 
become more satisfied with their condition and more hostile to and willing to fight against the 
enemies of our power. 
Whether benefiting or hurting others involves sacrifices for us does not affect the ultimate value 
of our actions. Even if we offer our lives, as martyrs do for their church, this is a sacrifice that is 
offered for our desire for power or for the purpose of preserving our feeling of power. Those who 
feel "I possess Truth"—how many possessions would they not abandon in order to save this feeling! 
What would they not throw overboard to stay "on top"—which means, above the others who lack 
"the Truth"! 
Certainly the state in which we hurt others is rarely as agreeable, in an unadulterated way, as that 
in which we benefit others; it is a sign that we are still lacking power, or it shows a sense of 
frustration in the face of this poverty; it is accompanied by new dangers and uncertainties for 
what power we do possess, and clouds our horizon with the prospect of revenge, scorn, punishment, 
and failure. It is only for the most irritable and covetous devotees of the feeling of power that it 
is perhaps more pleasurable to imprint the seal of power on a recalcitrant brow—those for whom 
the sight of those who are already subjected (the objects of benevolence) is a burden and 
boredom. What is decisive is how one is accustomed to spice one's life: it is a matter of taste 
whether one prefers the slow or the sudden, the assured or the dangerous and audacious increase 
of power; one seeks this or that spice depending on one's temperament. 
An easy prey is something contemptible for proud natures. They feel good only at the sight of 
unbroken men who might become their enemies and at the sight of all possessions that are hard to 
come by. Against one who is suffering they are often hard because he is not worthy of their 
aspirations and pride; but they are doubly obliging toward their peers whom it would be honorable 



to fight if the occasion should ever arise. Spurred by the good feeling of this perspective, the 
members of the knightly caste became accustomed to treating each other with exquisite courtesy. 
Pity is the most agreeable feeling among those who have little pride and no prospects of great 
conquests; for them easy prey—and that is what all who suffer are—is enchanting. Pity is praised 
as the virtue of prostitutes. 

14. The things people call love 
...Even the most beautiful scenery is no longer assured of our love after we have lived in it for 
three months, and some distant coast attracts our avarice: possessions are generally diminished by 
possession… 

43. What laws betray 
It is a serious mistake to study the penal code of a people as if it gave expression to the national 
character. The laws do not betray what a people are but rather what seems to them foreign, 
strange, uncanny, outlandish. The laws refer to the exceptions to the morality of mores, and the 
severest penalties are provide for what accords with the mores of a neighboring people... [see 
143.] 

56. The craving for suffering 
When I think of the craving to do something, which continually tickles and spurs those millions of 
young Europeans who cannot endure their boredom and themselves, then I realize that they must 
have a craving to suffer and to find in their suffering a probable reason for action, for deeds. 
Neediness is needed! [Not ist nötig.] Hence the politicians' clamor, hence the many false, fictitious, 
exaggerated "conditions of distress" of all sorts of classes and the blind readiness to believe in 
them. These young people demand that—not happiness but unhappiness should approach from the 
outside and become visible; and their imagination is busy in advance to turn it into a monster so 
that afterward they can fight a monster. If these people who crave distress felt the strength 
inside themselves to benefit themselves and to do something for themselves internally, then they 
would also know how to create for themselves, internally, their very own authentic distress. Then 
their inventions might be more refined and their satisfactions might sound like good music, while 
at present they fill the world with their clamor about distress and all too often introduce it into 
the feeling of distress. They do not know what to do with themselves—and therefore paint the 
distress of others on the wall; they always need others! And continually other others! —Pardon me, 
my friends, I have ventured to paint my happiness on the wall. 

BOOK II 
58. Only as creators! 

This has given me the greatest trouble and still does: to realize that what things are called is 
incomparably more important than what they are. The reputation, name, and appearance, the usual 
measure and weight of a thing, what it counts for—originally almost always wrong and arbitrary, 
thrown over things like a dress and altogether foreign to their nature and even to their skin—all 
this grows from generation unto generation, merely because people believe in it, until it gradually 
grows to be part of the thing and turns into its very body. What at first was appearance becomes 
in the end, almost invariably, the essence and is effective as such. How foolish it would be to 
suppose that one only needs to point out this origin and this misty shroud of delusion in order to 
destroy the world that counts for real, so-called "reality." We can destroy only as creators. —But 
let us not forget this either: it is enough to create new names and estimations and probabilities in 
order to create in the long run new "things." 

98. In praise of Shakespeare 
I could not say anything more beautiful in praise of Shakespeare as a human being than this: he 
believed in Brutus and did not cast one speck of suspicion upon this type of virtue. It was to him 



that he devoted his best tragedy—it is still called by the wrong name—to him and to the most 
awesome quintessence of a lofty morality. Independence of the soul!—that is at stake here. No 
sacrifice can be too great for that: one must be capable of sacrificing one’s dearest friend for it, 
even if he should also be the most glorious human being, an ornament of the world, a genius 
without peer—if one loves freedom as the freedom of great souls and he threatens this kind of 
freedom. That is what Shakespeare must have felt. The height at which he places Caesar is the 
finest honor that he could bestow on Brutus: that is how he raises beyond measure Brutus’ inner 
problem as well as the spiritual strength that was able to cut this knot. 
Could it really have been political freedom that led this poet to sympathize with Brutus—and 
turned him into Brutus’ accomplice? Or was political freedom only a symbol for something 
inexpressible? Could it be that we confront some unknown dark event and adventure in the poet’s 
own soul of which he wants to speak only in signs? What is all of Hamlet's melancholy compared to 
that of Brutus? And perhaps Shakespeare knew both from firsthand experience. Perhaps he, too, 
had his gloomy hour and his evil angel, like Brutus. 
But whatever similarities and secret relationships there may have been: before the whole figure 
and virtue of Brutus, Shakespeare prostrated himself, feeling unworthy and remote. His witness 
of this is written into the tragedy. Twice he brings in a poet, and twice he pours such an impatient 
and ultimate contempt over him that it sounds like a cry—the cry of self-contempt. Brutus, even 
Brutus, loses patience as the poet enters—conceited, pompous, obtrusive, as poets often are—
apparently overflowing with possibilities of greatness, including moral greatness, although in the 
philosophy of his deeds and his life he rarely attains even ordinary integrity. "I'll know his humor 
when he knows his time. / What should the wars do with these jiggling fools? / Companion, hence!" 
shouts Brutus. This should be translated back into the soul of the poet who wrote it. 

107. Our ultimate gratitude to art 
If we had not welcomed the arts and invented this kind of cult of the untrue, then the realization 
of general untruth and mendaciousness that now comes to us through science—the realization that 
delusion and error are conditions of human knowledge and sensation—would be utterly unbearable. 
Honesty would lead to nausea and suicide. But now there is a counterforce against our honesty 
that helps us to avoid such consequences: art as the good will to appearance. We do not always 
keep our eyes from rounding off something and, as it were, finishing the poem; and then it is no 
longer eternal imperfection that we carry across the river of becoming—then we have the sense 
of carrying a goddess, and feel proud and childlike as we perform this service. As an artistic 
phenomenon existence is still bearable for us, and art furnishes us with eyes and hands and above 
all the good conscience to be able to turn ourselves into such a phenomenon. At times we need a 
rest from ourselves by looking upon, by looking down upon, ourselves and, from an artistic distance, 
laughing over ourselves or weeping over ourselves. We must discover the hero no less than the fool 
in our passion for knowledge; we must occasionally find pleasure in our folly, or we cannot continue 
to find pleasure in our wisdom. Precisely because we are at bottom grave and serious human 
beings—really more weights than human beings—nothing does us as much good as a fool’s cap: we 
need it in relation to ourselves—we need all exuberant, floating, dancing, mocking, childish, and 
blissful art lest we lose the freedom above things that our ideal demands of us. It would mean a 
relapse for us, with our irritable honesty, to get involved entirely in morality and, for the sake of 
the over-severe demands we make on ourselves in these matters, to become virtuous monsters and 
scarecrows. We should be able also to stand above morality—and not only to stand with the 
anxious stiffness of a man who is afraid of slipping and falling at any moment, but also to float 
above it and play. How then could we possibly dispense with art—and with the fool? —And as long 
as you are in any way ashamed before yourselves, you do not yet belong with us. 



BOOK III 
108. New struggles 

After Buddha was dead, his shadow was still shown for centuries in a cave—a tremendous, 
gruesome shadow. God is dead; but given the way of men, there may still be caves for thousands of 
years in which his shadow will be shown. —And we—we still have to vanquish his shadow, too. 

110. Origin of knowledge 
...Such erroneous articles of faith [produced by the intellect], which were continually inherited, until 
they became almost part of the basic endowment of the species, include the following: that there 
are enduring things; that there are equal things; that there are things, substances, bodies; that a 
thing is what it appears to be; that our will is free; that what is good for me is also good in 
itself...Thus the strength of knowledge does not depend on its degree of truth but on its age, on 
the degree to which it has been incorporated, on its character as a condition of life...Thus 
knowledge became a piece of life itself, and hence a continually growing power—until eventually 
knowledge collided with these primeval basic errors: two lives, two powers, both in the same human 
being. A thinker is now that being in whom the impulse for truth and those life-preserving errors 
clash for the first fight, after the impulse for truth has proved to be also a life-preserving power. 
Compared to the significance of this fight, everything else is a matter of indifference: the 
ultimate question about the conditions of life has been posed here, and we confront the first 
attempt to answer this question by experiment. To what extent can truth endure incorporation? 
That is the question; that is the experiment. 

116. Herd instinct 
Wherever we encounter a morality, we also encounter valuations and an order of rank of human 
impulses and actions. These valuations and orders of rank are always expressions of the needs of a 
community and herd: whatever benefits it most—and secondmost, and thirdmost—that is also 
considered the first standard for the value of all individuals. Morality trains the individual to be a 
function of the herd and to ascribe value to himself only as a function. The conditions for the 
preservation of different communities were very different; hence there were very different 
moralities. Considering essential changes in the forms of future herds and communities, states and 
societies, we can prophesy that there will yet be very divergent moralities. Morality is herd 
instinct in the individual. 

117. Herd remorse 
During the longest and most remote periods of the human past, the sting of conscience was not at 
all what it is now. Today one feels responsible only for one's will and actions, and one finds one's 
pride in oneself. All our teachers of law start from this sense of self and pleasure in the individual 
as if this had always been the fount of law. But during the longest period of the human past 
nothing was more terrible than to feel that one stood by oneself. To be alone, to experience things 
by oneself, neither to obey nor to rule, to be an individual—that was not a pleasure but a 
punishment; one was sentenced to "individuality." Freedom of thought was considered discomfort 
itself. While we experience law and submission as compulsion and loss, it was egoism that was 
formerly experienced as something painful and as real misery. To be a self and to esteem oneself 
according to one's own weight and measure—that offended taste in those days. An inclination to 
do this would have been considered madness; for being alone was associated with a bad conscience; 
and the more unfree one's actions were and the more the herd instinct rather than any personal 
sense found expression in an action, the more moral one felt. Whatever harmed the herd, whether 
the individual had wanted it or not wanted it, prompted the sting of conscience in the individual—
and in his neighbor, too, and even in the whole herd. —There is no point on which we have to learn 
to think and feel more differently. 



124. In the horizon of the infinite 
We have left the land and have embarked. We have burned our bridges behind us—indeed, we have 
gone further and destroyed the land behind us. Now, little ship, look out! Beside you is the ocean: 
to be sure, it does not always roar, and at times it lies spread out like silk and gold and reveries of 
graciousness. But hours will come when you will realize that it is infinite and that there is nothing 
more awesome than infinity. Oh, the poor bird that felt free and now strikes the walls of this 
cage! Woe, when you feel homesick for the land as if it had offered more freedom—and there is 
no longer any "land." 

125. The madman 
Have you not heard of that madman who lit a lantern in the bright morning hours, ran to the 
market place and cried incessantly: "I seek God! I seek God!" —As many of those who did not 
believe in God were standing around just then, he provoked much laughter. Has he got lost? asked 
one. Did he lose his way like a child? asked another. Or is he hiding? Is he afraid of us? Has he 
gone on a voyage? emigrated? —Thus they yelled and laughed. 
The madman jumped into their midst and pierced them with his eyes. "Whither is God?" he cried. 
"I will tell you. We have killed him—you and I. All of us are his murderers. But how did we do this? 
How could we drink up the sea? Who gave us the sponge to wipe away the entire horizon? What 
were we doing when we unchained this earth from its sun? Whither is it moving now? Whither are 
we moving? Away from all suns? Are we not plunging continually? Backward, sideward, forward, in 
all directions? Is there still any up or down? Are we not straying as through an infinite nothing? 
Do we not feel the breath of empty space? Has it not become colder? Is not night continually 
closing in on us? Do we not need to light lanterns in the morning? Do we not hear nothing as yet of 
the noise of the gravediggers who are burying God? Do we smell nothing as yet of the divine 
decomposition? Gods, too, decompose. God is dead. God remains dead. And we have killed him. 
"How shall we comfort ourselves, the murderers of all murderers? Whatwas holiest and mightiest 
of all that the world has yet owned has bled to death under our knives: who will wipe this blood off 
us? What water is there for us to clean ourselves? What festivals of atonement, what sacred 
games shall we have to invent? Is not the greatness of this deed too great for us? Must we 
ourselves not become gods simply to appear worthy of it? There has never been a greater deed; 
and whoever is born after us—for the sake of this deed he will belong to a higher history than all 
history hitherto." 
Here the madman fell silent and looked again at his listeners; and they, too, were silent and stared 
at him in astonishment. At last he threw his lantern to the ground, and it broke into pieces and 
went out. "I have come too early," he said then; "my time is not yet. This tremendous event is still 
on its way, still wandering; it has not yet reached the ears of men. Lightning and thunder require 
time; the light of the stars requires time; deeds, though done, still require time to be seen and 
heard. This deed is still more distant from them than the most distant stars—and yet they have 
done it themselves." 
It has been related further that on the same day the madman forced his way into several 
churches and there struck up his requiem aeternam deo. Led out and called to account, he is said 
always to have replied nothing but: "What after all are these churches now if they are not the 
tombs and sepulchers of God?" 

143. The greatest advantage of polytheism 
For an individual to posit his own ideal and to derive from it his own law, joys, and rights—that may 
well have been considered hitherto as the most outrageous human aberration and as idolatry itself. 
The few who dared as much always felt the need to apologize to themselves, usually by saying: "It 
wasn't I! Not I! But a god through me!" The wonderful art and gift of creating gods—polytheism—



was the medium through which this impulse could discharge, purifiy, perfect, and ennoble itself; 
for originally it was a very undistinguished impulse, related to stubbornness, disobedience and 
envy. Hostility against this impulse to have an ideal of one's own was formerly the central law of 
all morality. There was only one norm, man; and every people thought that it possessed this one 
ultimate norm. But above and outside, in some distant overworld, one was permitted to behold a 
plurality of norms; one god was not considered a denial of another god, nor blasphemy against him. 
It was here that the luxury of individuals was first permitted; it was here that one first honored 
the rights of individuals. The invention of gods, heroes, and overmen of all kinds, as well as near-
men and undermen, of dwarfs, fairies, centaurs, satyrs, demons, and devils was the inestimable 
preliminary exercise for the justification of the egoism and sovereignty of the individual: the 
freedom that one conceded to a god in his relation to other gods—one eventually also granted to 
oneself in relation to laws, customs, and neighbors. 
Monotheism, on the other hand, this rigid consequence of the doctrine of one normal human type— 
the faith in one normal human god beside whom there are only pseudo-gods—was perhaps the 
greatest danger that has yet confronted humanity. It threatened us with the premature 
stagnation that, as far as we can see, most other species have long reached; for all of them believe 
in one normal type and ideal for their species, and they have translated the morality of mores 
definitively into their own flesh and blood. In polytheism the free-spiriting and many-spiriting of 
man obtained its first preliminary form—the strength to create for ourselves our own new eyes—
and ever again new eyes that are even more are own: hence man alone among all the animals has no 
eternal horizons and perspectives. [see 43.] 

149. The failures of reformations 
Among the Greeks several attempts to found new Greek religions failed—which speaks for the 
higher civilization of the Greeks even in rather early times. It suggests that there must have been 
in Greece at an early time large numbers of diverse individuals whose diverse needs and miseries 
could not be taken care of with a single prescription of faith and hope. 
Pythagoras and Plato, perhaps also Empedocles, and much earlier yet the Orphic enthusiasts, aimed 
to found new religions; and the first two had souls and talents that fitted them so obviously for 
the role of religious founders that one can scarcely marvel enough that they should have failed. 
Yet all they managed to found were sects. Whenever the reformation of a whole people fails and it 
is only sects that elevate their leader, we may conclude that the people has become relatively 
heterogeneous and has begun to move away from rude herd instincts and the morality of mores: 
they are hovering in an interesting position that is usually dismissed as a mere decay of morals and 
corruption, although in fact it proclaims that the egg is approaching maturity, and that the 
eggshell is about to be broken… 
The more general and unconditional the influence of an individual or the idea of an individual can 
be, the more homogenous and the lower must the mass be that is influenced, while counter-
movements give evidence of counter-needs that also want to be satisfied and recognized. 
Conversely, we may always infer that a civilization is really high when powerful and domineering 
natures have little influence and create only sects. This applies also to the various arts and the 
field of knowledge. Where someone rules, there are masses; and where we find masses we also 
find a need to be enslaved. Where men are enslaved, there are few individuals, and these are 
opposed by herd instincts and conscience. 

151. Of the origin of religion 
The metaphysical need is not the origin of religions, as Schopenhauer supposed, but merely a late 
offshoot. Under the rule of religious ideas, one has become accustomed to the notion of "another 
world (behind, below, above) "—and when religious ideas are destroyed one is troubled by an 



uncomfortable emptiness and deprivation. From this feeling grows once again "another world," but 
now merely a metaphysical one that is no longer religious. But what first led to a positing of 
"another world" in primeval times was not some impulse or need but an error in the interpretation 
of certain natural events, a failure of the intellect. 

153. Homo poeta 
"I myself, having made this tragedy of tragedies all by myself, insofar as it is finished—I, having 
first tied the knot of morality into existence before I drew it so tight that only a god could untie 
it (which is what Horace demands)—I myself have now slain all gods in the fourth act, for the sake 
of morality. Now, what is to become of the fifth act? From where am I to take the tragic 
solution?—Should I begin to think about a comic solution?" 

154. Different types of dangerous lives 
You have no idea what you are living through; you rush through life as if you were drunk and now 
and then fall down some staircase. But thanks to your drunkenness you never break a limb; your 
muscles are too relaxed and your brain too benighted for you to find the stones of these stairs as 
hard as we do. For us life is more dangerous: we are made of glass; woe unto us if we merely bump 
ourselves! And all is lost if we fall! 

173. Being profound and seeming profound 
Those who know that they are profound strive for clarity. Those who would like to seem profound 
to the crowd strive for obscurity. For the crowd believes that if it cannot see to the bottom of 
something it must be profound. It is so timid and dislikes going into the water. 

174. Apart 
Parliamentarianism—that is, public permission to choose between five basic political opinions—
flatters and wins the favor of all those who would like to seem independent and individual, as if 
they fought for their opinions. Ultimately, however, it is indifferent whether the herd is 
commanded to have one opinion or permitted to have five. Whoever deviates from the five public 
opinions and stands apart will always have the whole herd against him. 

179. Thoughts 
Thoughts are the shadows of our feelings—always darker, emptier, simpler. 

200. Laughter 
Laughter means: being schadenfroh but with a good conscience. [schadenfroh: the word is famous for 
being untranslatable; it signifies taking a malicious delight in the discomfort of another person.] 

268.-275. 
What makes one heroic?—Going out to meet at the same time one’s highest suffering and one’s 
highest hope. 
In what do you believe?—In this, that the weights of all things must be determined anew. 
What does your conscience say?—"You shall become the person you are." 
Where are your greatest dangers?—In pity. 
What do you love in others?—My hopes. 
Whom do you call bad?—Those who always want to put to shame. 
What do you consider most humane?—To spare someone shame. 
What is the seal of liberation?—No longer being ashamed in front of oneself. 

BOOK IV 
Sanctus Januarius 

With a flaming spear you crushed 
All its ice until my soul  

Roaring toward the ocean rushed  
Of its highest hope and goal.  

 



Ever healthier it swells,  
Lovingly compelled but free:  
Thus it lauds your miracles,  
Fairest month of January!  
GENOA, January 1882. 

276. For the New Year 
I still live, I still think: I still have to live, for I still have to think. Sum, ergo cogito: cogito, ergo 
sum. [I am, therefore I think: I think, therefore I am.] Today everybody permits himself the 
expression of his wish and his dearest thought; hence I, too, shall say what it is that I wish from 
myself today, and what was the first thought to run across my heart this year—what thought shall 
be for me the reason, warranty, and sweetness of all my life henceforth. I want to learn more and 
more to see as beautiful what is necessary in things; then I shall be one of those who make things 
beautiful. Amor fati [Love of fate.]: let that be my love from henceforth! I do not want to wage war 
against what is ugly. I do not want to accuse; I do not even want to accuse those who accuse. 
Looking away shall be my only negation. And all in all and on the whole: some day I wish to be only a 
Yes-sayer! 

278. The thought of death 
Living in the midst of this jumble of little lanes, needs, and voices gives me a melancholy happiness: 
how much enjoyment, impatience, and desire, how much thirsty life and drunkenness of life comes 
to light every moment! And yet silence will soon descend on all these noisy, living, life-thirsty 
people. How his shadow stands even now behind everyone, as his dark fellow traveler! It is always 
like the last moment before the departure of an emigrants' ship: people have more to say to each 
other than ever, the hour is late, and the ocean and its desolate silence are waiting impatiently 
behind all of this noise—so covetous and certain of their prey. And all and everyone of them 
suppose that the heretofore was little or nothing while the near future is everything; and that is 
the reason for all of this haste, this clamor, this outshouting and overreaching each other. 
Everyone wants to be the first in this future—and yet death and deathly silence alone are certain 
and common to all in this future. How strange it is that this sole certainty and common element 
makes almost no impression on people, and that nothing is further from their minds than the 
feeling that they form a brotherhood of death. It makes me happy to see that men do not want at 
all to think the thought of death! I should like very much to do something that would make the 
thought of life even a hundred times more appealing to them. 

279. Star friendship 
We were friends and have become estranged. But this was right, and we do not want to conceal 
and obscure it from ourselves as if we had reason to feel ashamed. We are two ships each of 
which has its goal and course; our paths may cross and we may celebrate a feast together, as we 
did—and then the good ships rested so quietly in one harbor and one sunshine that it may have 
looked as if they had reached their goal and as if they had one goal. But then the almighty force 
of our tasks drove us apart again into different seas and sunny zones, and perhaps we shall never 
see one another again; perhaps we shall meet again but fail to recognize each other: our exposure 
to different seas and suns has changed us. That we have to become estranged is the law above us; 
by the same token we should also become more venerable for each other—and the memory of our 
former friendship more sacred. There is probably a tremendous but invisible stellar orbit in which 
our very different ways and goals may be included as small parts of this path; let us rise up to this 
thought. But our life is too short and our power of vision too small for us to be more than friends 
in the sense of this sublime possibility. —Let us then believe in our star friendship even if we 
should be compelled to be earth enemies. 



283. Preparatory human beings 
I welcome all signs that a more virile, warlike age is about to begin, which will restore honor to 
courage above all. For this age shall prepare the way for one yet higher, and it shall gather the 
strength that this higher age will require some day—the age that will carry heroism into the 
search for knowledge and that will wage wars for the sake of ideas and their consequences. To 
this end we now need many preparatory courageous human beings who cannot very well leap out of 
nothing, any more than out of the sand and slime of present-day civilization and metropolitanism—
human beings who know how to be silent, lonely, resolute, and content and constant in invisible 
activities; human beings who are bent on seeking in all things for what in them must be overcome; 
human beings distinguished as much by cheerfulness, patience, unpretentiousness, and contempt 
for all great vanities as by magnanimity in victory and forbearance regarding the small vanities of 
the vanquished; human beings whose judgment concerning all victors and the share of chance in 
every victory and fame is sharp and free; human beings with their own festivals, their own working 
days, and their own periods of mourning, accustomed to command with assurance but instantly 
ready to obey when that is called for—equally proud, equally serving their own cause in both cases; 
more endangered human beings, more fruitful human beings, happier beings! For believe me: the 
secret for harvesting from existence the greatest fruitfulness and the greatest enjoyment is—to 
live dangerously! Build your cities on the slopes of Vesuvius! Send your ships into uncharted seas! 
Live at war with your peers and yourselves! Be robbers and conquerors as long as you cannot be 
rulers and possessors, you seekers of knowledge! Soon the age will be past when you could be 
content to live hidden in forests like shy deer. At long last the search for knowledge will reach out 
for its due; it will want to rule and possess, and you with it! 

285. Excelsior 
"You will never pray again, never adore again, never again rest in endless trust; you do not permit 
yourself to stop before any ultimate wisdom, ultimate goodness, ultimate power, while 
unharnessing your thoughts; you have no perpetual guardian and friend for your seven solitudes; 
you live without a view of mountains with snow on their peaks and fire in their hearts; there is 
avenger for you any more nor any final improver; there is no longer any reason in what happens, no 
love in what will happen to you; no resting place is open any longer to your heart, where it only 
needs to find and no longer to seek; you resist any ultimate peace; you will the eternal recurrence 
of war and peace: man of renunciation, all this you wish to renounce? Who will give you the 
strength for that? Nobody yet has had this strength!" 
There is a lake that one day ceased to permit itself to flow off; it formed a dam where it had 
hitherto flown off; and ever since this lake is rising higher and higher. Perhaps this very 
renunciation will also lend us the strength needed to bear this renunciation; perhaps man will rise 
ever higher as soon as he ceases to flow out into a god. 

289. Embark! 
Consider how every individual is affected by an overall philosophical justification of his way of 
living and thinking: he experiences it as a sun that shines especially for him and bestows warmth, 
blessings, and fertility on him; it makes him independent of praise and blame, self-sufficient, rich, 
liberal with happiness and good will; incessantly it fashions evil into good, leads all energies to 
bloom and ripen, and does not permit the petty weeds of grief and chagrin to come up at all. In the 
end then one exclaims: How I wish that many such new suns were yet to be created! Those who are 
evil or unhappy and the exceptional human being—all these should also have their philosophy, their 
good right, their sunshine! What is needful is not pity for them. We must learn to abandon this 
arrogant fancy, however long humanity has hitherto spent learning and practicing it. What these 
people need is not confession, conjuring of souls, and forgiveness of sins; what is needful is a new 



justice! And a new watchword. And new philosophers. The moral earth, too, is round. The moral 
earth, too, has its antipodes. The antipodes, too, have the right to exist. There is yet another 
world to be discovered—and more than one. Embark, philosophers! 

290. One thing is needful 
To "give style" to one’s character—a great and rare art! It is practiced by those who survey all the 
strengths and weaknesses of their nature and then fit them into an artistic plan until every one of 
them appears as art and reason and even weaknesses delight the eye. Here a large mass of second 
nature has been added; there a piece of original nature has been removed—both times through 
long practice and daily work at it. Here the ugly that could not be removed is concealed; there it 
has been reinterpreted and made sublime. Much that is vague and resisted shaping has been saved 
and exploited for distant views; it is meant to beckon toward the far and immeasurable. In the 
end, when the work is finished, it becomes evident how the constraint of a single taste governed 
and formed everything large and small. Whether this taste was good or bad is less important than 
one might suppose, if only it was a single taste! 
It will be the strong and domineering natures that enjoy their finest gaiety in such constraint and 
perfection under s law of their own; the passion of their tremendous relents in the face of all 
stylized nature, of all conquered and serving nature. Even when they have to build palaces and 
design gardens they demur at giving nature freedom. 
Conversely, it is the weak characters without power over themselves that hate the constraint of 
style. They feel that if this bitter and evil constraint were imposed upon them they would be 
demeaned; they become slaves as soon as they serve; they hate to serve. Such spirits—and they 
may be of the first rank—are always out to shape and interpret their environment as free nature: 
wild, arbitrary, fantastic, disorderly, and surprising. And they are well advised because it is only in 
this way that they can give pleasure to themselves. For one thing is needful: that a human being 
should attain satisfaction with himself, whether it be by means of this or that poetry and art; only 
then is a human being at all tolerable to behold. Whoever is dissatisfied with himself is continually 
ready for revenge, and we others will be his victims, if only by having to endure his ugly sight. For 
the sight of what is ugly makes one bad and gloomy. 

295. Brief habits 
I love brief habits and consider them an inestimable means for getting to know many things and 
states, down to the bottom of their sweetness and bitternesses....Enduring habits I hate....Yes, at 
the very bottom of my soul I feel grateful to all my misery and bouts of sickness and everything 
about me that is imperfect, because this sort of thing leaves me with a hundred backdoors 
through which I can escape from enduring habits. 
Most intolerable, to be sure, and the terrible par excellence would be for me a life entirely devoid 
of habits, a life that would demand perpetual improvisation. That would be my exile and my 
Siberia. 

296. A firm reputation 
A firm reputation used to be extremely useful; and wherever society is still dominated by the 
herd instinct it is still most expedient for every one to pretend that his character and occupation 
are unchangeable, even if at bottom they are not. "One can depend on him, he remains the same": 
in all extremities of society this is the sort of praise that means the most. Society is pleased to 
feel that the virtue of this person, the ambition of that one, and the thoughtfulness and passion 
of the third provide it with a dependable instrument that is always at hand; society honors this 
instrumental nature, this way of remaining faithful to oneself, this unchangeability of views, 
aspirations, and even faults and lavishes its highest honors upon it. Such esteem, which flourishes 
and has flourished everywhere alongside the morality of mores, breeds "character" and brings all 



change, all re-learning, all self-transformation into ill repute. However great the advantages of 
this way of thinking may be elsewhere, for the search after knowledge no general judgment could 
be more harmful, for precisely the good will of those who seek knowledge to declare themselves at 
any time dauntlessly against their previous opinions and to mistrust everything that wishes to 
become firm in us is thus condemned and brought into ill repute. [Nietzsche's Notes: "A very popular 
error: having the courage of one's convictions; rather it is a matter of having the courage for an attack on 
one's convictions!!"] Being at odds with "a firm reputation," the attitude of those who seek 
knowledge is considered dishonorable while the petrification of opinions is accorded a monopoly on 
honor! Under the spell of such notions we have to live to this day. How hard it is to live when one 
feels the opposition of many millennia all around. It is probable that the search after knowledge 
was afflicted for many millennia with a bad conscience, and that the history of the greatest 
spirits must have contained a good deal of self-contempt and secret misery. 

297. The ability to contradict 
Everyone knows nowadays that the ability to accept criticism and contradiction is a sign of high 
culture. Some people actually realize that higher human beings desire and provoke contradiction in 
order to receive some hint about their own injustices of which they are as yet unaware. But that 
the ability to contradict, the attainment of a good conscience when one feels hostile to what is 
acccustomed, traditional, and hallowed—that is still more excellent and constitutes what is really 
great, new, and amazing in our culture; this is the step of steps of the liberated spirit: Who knows 
that? 

299. What one should learn from artists 
How can we make things beautiful, attractive, and desirable for us when they are not? And I 
rather think that in themselves they never are. Here we could learn something from physicians, 
when for example they dilute what is bitter or add wine and sugar to a mixture—but even more 
from artists who are really continually trying to bring off such inventions and feats. Moving away 
from things until there is a good deal that one no longer sees and there is much that our eye has 
to add if we are still to see them at all; or seeing things around a corner and as cut out and 
framed; or to place them so that they partially conceal each other and grant us only glimpses of 
architectural perspectives; or looking at them through tinted glasses or in the light of the sunset; 
or giving them a surface and skin that is not really transparent—all this we should learn from 
artists while being wiser than they are in other matters. For with them this subtle power usually 
comes to an end where art ends and life begins; but we want to be the poets of our life—first of 
all in the smallest, most everyday matters. 

304. By doing we forego 
At bottom I abhor all those moralities which say: "Do not do this! Renounce! Overcome yourself!" 
But I am well disposed toward those moralities which goad me to so something and do it again, 
from morning till evening, and then to dream of it at night, and to think of nothing except doing 
this well, as well as I alone can do it. When one lives like that, one thing after another that simply 
does not belong to such a life drops off. Without hatred or aversion one sees this take its leave 
today and that tomorrow, like yellow leaves that any slight stirring of the air takes off a tree. He 
may not even notice that it takes its leave; for his eye is riveted to its goal—forward, not 
sideward, backward, downward. What we do should determine what we forego—that is how I like 
it, that is my placitum [principle]. But I do not wish to strive with open eyes for my own 
impoverishment; I do not like negative virtues—virtues whose very essence it is to negate and deny 
oneself something. 

307. In favor of criticism 



Now something that you formerly loved as a truth or probability strikes you as an error; you shed 
it and fancy that this represents a victory for your reason. But perhaps this error was as 
necessary for you then, when you were still a different person—you are always a different 
person—as are all your present "truths," being a skin, as it were, that concealed and covered a 
great deal that you were not permitted to see. What killed that opinion for you was your new life 
and not your reason: you no longer need it, and now it collapses and unreason crawls out of it into 
the light like a worm. When we criticize something, this is no arbitrary and impersonal event; it is, 
at least very often, evidence of vital energies in us that are growing and shedding a skin. We 
negate and must negate because something in us wants to live and affirm—something that we 
perhaps do not know or see as yet. —This is said in favor of criticism. 

319. As interpreters of our experience 
One sort of honesty has been alien to all founders of religions and their kind: They have never 
made their experiences a matter of conscience for knowledge. "What did I really experience? 
What happened to me and around me at that time? Was my reason bright enough? Was my will 
opposed to all deceptions of the senses and bold in resisting the fantastic?" None of them has 
asked such questions, nor do any of our dear religious people ask them even now. On the contrary, 
they thirst after things that go against reason, and they do not wish to make it too hard for 
themselves to satisfying it. So they experience "miracles" and "rebirths" and hear the voices of 
little angels! But we, we others who thirst after reason, are determined to scrutinize our 
experiences as severely as a scientific experiment—hour after hour, day after day. We ourselves 
wish to be our experiments and guinea pigs. 

321. New caution 
Let us stop thinking so much about punishing, reproaching and improving others! We rarely change 
an individual, and if we should succeed for once, something may also have been accomplished, 
unnoticed: we may have been changed by him. Let us rather see to it that our own influence on all 
that is yet to come balances and outweighs his influence. Let us not contend in a direct fight—and 
that is what all reproaching, punishing, and attempts to improve others amounts to. Let us rather 
raise ourselves that much higher. Let us color our own example ever more brilliantly. Let our 
brilliance make them look dark. No, let us not become darker ourselves on their account, like all 
those who punish others and feel dissatisfied. Let us sooner step aside. Let us look away. 

324. In media vita [In mid-life] 
No, life has not disappointed me. On the contrary, I find it truer, more desirable and mysterious 
every year—ever since the day when the great liberator came to me: the idea that life could be an 
experiment of the seeker for knowledge—and not a duty, not a calamity, not a trickery. —And 
knowledge itself: let it be something else for others; for example, a bed to rest on, or the way to 
such a bed, or a diversion, or a form of leisure—for me it is a world of dangers and victories in 
which heroic feelings, too, find places to dance and play. "Life as a means to knowledge"—with this 
principle in one’s heart one can live not only boldly but even gaily, and laugh gaily, too. And who 
knows how to laugh anyway and live well if he does not first know a good deal about war and 
victory? 

327. Taking seriously 
In the great majority, the intellect is a clumsy, gloomy, creaking machine that is difficult to start. 
They call it "taking the matter seriously" when they want to work with this machine and think well. 
How burdensome they must find good thinking! The lovely human beast always seems to lose its 
good spirits when it thinks well; it becomes "serious." And "where laughter and gaiety are found, 
thinking does not amount to anything": that is the prejudice of this serious beast against all "gay 
science." —Well then, let us prove that this is a prejudice. 



328. To harm stupidity 
Surely, the faith preached so stubbornly and with so much conviction, that egoism is 
reprehensible, has on the whole harmed egoism (while benefiting, as I shall repeat a hundred 
times, the herd instinct!)—above all, by depriving egoism of its good conscience and bidding us to 
find in it the true source of all unhappiness. "Your selfishness is the misfortune of your life"—that 
was preached for thousands of years and harmed, as I have said, selfishness and deprived it of 
much spirit, much cheerfulness, much sensitivity, much beauty; it made selfishness stupid and ugly 
and poisoned it. 
The ancient philosophers taught that the main source of misfortune was something very different. 
Beginning with Socrates, these thinkers never wearied of preaching: "Your thoughtlessness and 
stupidity, the way you live according to the rule, your submission to your neighbor’s opinion is the 
reason why you so rarely achieve happiness; we thinkers, as thinkers, are the happiest of all." 
Let us not decide here whether this sermon against stupidity had better reasons on its side than 
did the sermon against selfishness. What is certain, however, is that it deprived stupidity of its 
good conscience; these philosophers harmed stupidity. 

331. Better deaf than deafened 
Formerly, one wished to acquire fame and be spoken of. Now that it is no longer enough because 
the market has grown too large; nothing less than screaming will do. As a consequence, even good 
voices scream till they are hoarse, and the best goods are offered by cracked voices. Without the 
screaming of those who want to sell and without hoarseness there no longer is any genius. 
This is surely an evil age for a thinker. He has to learn how to find his silence between two noises 
and to pretend to be deaf until he really becomes deaf. Until he has learned this, to be sure, he 
runs the risk of perishing of impatience and headaches. 

334. One must learn to love 
This is what happens to us in music: First one has to learn to hear a figure and melody at all, to 
detect and distinguish it, to isolate it and delimit it as a separate life. Then it requires some 
exertion and good will to tolerate it in spite of its strangeness, to be patient with its appearance 
and expression, and kindhearted about its oddity. Finally there comes a moment when we are used 
to it, when we wait for it, when we sense that we should miss it if it were missing: and now it 
continues to compel and enchant us relentlessly until we have become its humble and enraptured 
lovers who desire nothing better from the world than it and only it. 
But that is what happens to us not only in music. That is how we have learned to love all things that 
we now love. In the end we are always rewarded for our good will, our patience, fairmindedness, 
and gentleness with what is strange; gradually, it sheds its veil and turns out to be a new and 
indescribable beauty. That is its thanks for our hospitality. Even those who love themselves will 
have learned it in this way; for there is no other way. Love, too, has to be learned. 

335. Long live physics! 
How many people know how to observe something? Of the few who do, how many observe 
themselves? "Everybody is farthest away—from himself"; all who try the reins know this to their 
chagrin, and the maxim "know thyself!" addressed to human beings by a god, is almost malicious. 
That the case of self-observation is indeed as desperate as that is attested best of all by the 
manner in which almost everybody talks about the essence of moral actions—this quick, eager, 
convinced, and garrulous manner with its expression, its smile, and its obliging ardor! One seems to 
have the wish to say to you: "But my dear friend, precisely this is my specialty. You have directed 
your question to the one person who is entitled to answer you. As it happens, there is nothing 
about which I am as wise about as this. To come to the point: when a human being judges ‘this is 



right’ and then infers ‘therefore it must be done,’ and then proceeds to do what he has thus 
recognized as right and designated as necessary—then the essence of his action is moral." 
But my friend, you are speaking of three actions instead of one. When you judge "this is right," 
that is an action, too. Might it not be possible that one could judge in a moral and in an immoral 
manner? Why do you consider this, precisely this, right? 
"Because this is what my conscience tells me; and the voice of conscience is never immoral, for it 
alone determines what is to be moral." 
But why do you listen to the voice of your conscience? And what gives you the right to consider 
such a judgment true and infallible? For this faith—is there no conscience for that? Have you 
never heard of an intellectual conscience? A conscience behind your "conscience"? Your judgment 
"that is right" has a pre-history in your instincts, likes, dislikes, experiences, and lack of 
experiences. "How did it originate there?" you must ask, and then also: "What is it that impels me 
to listen to it?" You can listen to its commands like a good soldier who hears his officer’s command. 
Or like a woman who loves the man who commands. Or like a flatterer and coward who is afraid of 
the commander. Or like a dunderhead who obeys because no objection occurs to him. In short, 
there are a hundred ways in which you can listen to your conscience. But that you take this or that 
judgment for the voice of conscience—in other words, that you feel something to be right—may be 
due to the fact that you have never thought much about yourself and simply have accepted blindly 
that what you had been told ever since your childhood was right; or it may be due to the fact that 
what you call your duty has up to this point brought you sustenance and honors—and you consider 
it "right" because it appears to you as your own "condition of existence" (and that you have a right 
to existence seems irrefutable to you). 
For all that, the firmness of your moral judgment could be evidence of your personal abjectness, 
of impersonality; your "moral strength" might have its source in your stubbornness—or in your 
inability to envisage new ideals. And, briefly, if you had thought more subtly, observed better, and 
learned more, you certainly would not go on calling this "duty" of yours and this "conscience" of 
yours duty and conscience. Your understanding of the manner in which moral judgments have 
originated would spoil these grand words, like "sin" and "salvation of the soul" and "redemption" 
have been spoiled for you.—And now don’t cite the categorical imperative, my friend! This term 
tickles my ear and makes me laugh despite your serious presence. It makes me think of old Kant 
who had obtained the "thing in itself"by stealth—another very ridiculous thing!—and was punished 
for this when the "categorical imperative" crept stealthily into his heart and led him astray—back 
to "God," "soul," "freedom," and "immortality," like a fox who loses his way and goes astray back 
into his cage. Yet it had been his strength and cleverness that had broken open the cage! 
What? You admire the categorical imperative within you? This "firmness" of your so-called moral 
judgment? This "unconditional" feeling that "here everyone must judge as I do"? Rather admire 
your selfishness at this point. And the blindness, pettiness, and frugality of your selfishness. For 
it is selfish to experience one’s own judgment as a universal law; and this selfishness is blind, 
petty, and frugal because it betrays that you have not yet discovered yourself nor created for 
yourself an ideal of your own, your very own—for that could never belong to somebody else and 
much less to all, to all! 
Anyone who still judges "in this case everybody would have to act like this" has not yet taken five 
steps toward self-knowledge. Otherwise he would know that there neither are nor can be actions 
that are the same; that every action that has ever been done was done in an altogether unique and 
irretrievable way, and that this will be true of every future action; that all regulations about 
actions relate only to their coarse exterior (even the most inward and subtle regulations of all 
moralities so far); that these regulations may lead to some semblance of sameness, but really only 



to some semblance; that as one contemplates or looks back upon any action at all, it is and remains 
impenetrable; that our opinions about "good" and "noble" and "great" can never be proved true by 
our actions because every action is unknowable; that our opinions, valuations, and tables of what is 
good certainly belong among the most powerful levers in the involved mechanism of our actions, 
but that in any particular case the law of their mechanism is indemonstrable. 
Let us therefore limit ourselves to the purification of our opinions and valuations and to the 
creation of our own new tables of values, and let us stop brooding about the "moral value of our 
actions"! Yes, my friends, regarding all the moral chatter of some about others it is time to feel 
nauseous. Sitting in moral judgment should offend our taste. Let us leave such chatter and such 
bad taste to those who have nothing else to do but drag the past a few steps further through time 
and who never live in the present—which is to say the many, the great majority. We, however, want 
to become who we are—human beings who are new, unique, incomparable, who give themselves their 
own laws, who create themselves. To that end we must become the best learners and discoverers 
of everything that is lawful and necessary in the world: we must become physicists in order to be 
able to be creators in this sense—while hitherto all valuations and ideals have been based on 
ignorance of physics or were constructed so as to contradict it. Therefore: long live physics! And 
even more so that which compels us to turn to physics—our honesty! 

340. The dying Socrates 
I admire the courage and wisdom of Socrates in everything he did, said—and did not say. This 
mocking and enamored monster and pied piper of Athens, who made the most overweening youths 
tremble and sob, was not only the wisest chatterer of all time: he was equally great in silence. I 
wish he had remained taciturn also at the last moment of his life; in that case he might belong to a 
still higher order of spirits. Whether it was death or the poison or piety or malice—something 
loosened his tongue at that moment and he said: "O Crito, I owe Asclepius a rooster." [Asklepios: 
Greek god of medicine.] This ridiculous and terrible "last word" means for those who have ears: "O 
Crito, life is a disease." Is it possible that a man like him, who had lived cheerfully and like a 
soldier in the sight of everyone, should have been a pessimist? He had merely kept a cheerful mien 
while concealing all his life long his ultimate judgment, his inmost feeling. Socrates, Socrates 
suffered life! And then he still revenged himself—with this veiled, gruesome, pious, and 
blasphemous saying. Did a Socrates need such revenge? Did his overrich virtue lack an ounce of 
magnanimity? —Alas, my friends, we must overcome even the Greeks! 

341. The greatest weight 
[Compare Nietzsche's note: Fall 1881 11 [143]] 

<http://www.geocities.com/thenietzschechannel/notes.htm> 
What, if some day or night a demon were to steal after you in your loneliest loneliness and say to 
you: "This life as you now live it and have lived it, you will have to live once more and innumerable 
times more; and there will be nothing new in it, but every pain and every joy and every thought and 
sigh and everything unutterably small or great in your life will have to return to you, all in the same 
succession and sequence—even this spider and this moonlight between the trees, and even this 
moment and I myself. The eternal hourglass of existence is turned upside down again and again, 
and you with it, speck of dust!" 
Would you not throw yourself down and gnash your teeth and curse the demon who spoke thus? Or 
have you once experienced a tremendous moment when you would have answered him: "You are a 
god and never have I heard anything more divine." If this thought gained possession of you, it 
would change you as you are or perhaps crush you. The question in each and every thing, "Do you 
desire this once more, and innumerable times more?" would lie upon your actions as the greatest 



weight. Or how well disposed would you have to become to yourself and to life to crave nothing 
more fervently than this ultimate eternal confirmation and seal? 

BOOK V 
WE FEARLESS ONES 

"Carcasse, tu trembles? Tu tremblerais bien davantage, si tu savais, ou je te mene."—Henri 
de la tour d’Auvergne, Vicomte de Turenne [1611-1675, French general, Marshall of France 
(1643), buried in the Invalides in Paris by order of Napoleon. Sometimes during battle he 
could not help trembling. Then he talked to his body as one talks to a servant: "You tremble, 
carcass? But if you knew where I am taking you, you would tremble a lot more."] 

343. The meaning of our cheerfulness 
The greatest recent event—that "God is dead," that the belief in the Christian God has become 
unbelievable—is already beginning to cast its first shadows over Europe. For the few at least, 
whose eyes—the suspicion in whose eyes is strong and subtle enough for this spectacle, some suns 
seem to have set and some ancient and profound trust has been turned into doubt; to them our old 
world must appear daily more like evening, more mistrustful, stranger, "older." But in the main one 
may say: the event itself is far too great, too distant, too remote from the multitude's capacity 
for comprehension even for the tidings of it to be thought of as having arrived as yet. Much less 
may one suppose that many people know as yet what this event really means—and how much must 
collapse now that this faith has been undermined because it was built upon this faith, propped up 
by it, grown into it; for example, the whole of our European morality. This long plenitude and 
sequence of breakdown, destruction, ruin, and cataclysm that is now impending—who could guess 
enough of it today to be compelled to play the teacher and advance proclaimer of this monstrous 
logic of terror, the prophet of a gloom and an eclipse of the sun whose like has probably never yet 
occurred on earth? 
Even we born guessers of riddles who are, as it were, waiting on the mountains, posted between 
today and tomorrow, stretched in the contradictions between today and tomorrow, we firstlings 
and premature births of the coming century, to whom the shadows that must soon envelop Europe 
really should have appeared by now—why is it that even we look forward to the approaching gloom 
without any real sense of involvement and above all without any worry or fear for ourselves? Are 
we perhaps still too much under the impression of the initial consequences of this event—and 
these initial consequences, the consequences for ourselves, are quite the opposite of what one 
might perhaps expect: They are not at all sad and gloomy but rather like a new and scarcely 
describable kind of light, relief, exhiliration, encouragement, dawn. 
Indeed, we philosophers and "free spirits" feel, when we hear the news that the "old god is dead," 
as if a new dawn shone on us; our heart overflows with gratitude, amazement, premonitions, 
expectation. At long last the horizon appears free to us again, even if it should not be bright; at 
long last our ships may venture out again, venture out to face any danger; all the daring of the 
lover of knowledge is permitted again; the sea, our sea, lies open again; perhaps there has never 
yet been such an "open sea."— 

344. How we, too, are still pious 
In science convictions have no rights of citizenship, as one says with good reason. Only when they 
decide to descend to the modesty of hypotheses, of a provisional experimental point of view, of a 
regulative fiction, they may be granted admission and even a certain value in the realm of 
knowledge—though always with the restriction that they remain under police supervision, under 
the police of mistrust. —But does this not mean, if you consider it more precisely, that a 
conviction may obtain admission to science only when it ceases to be a conviction? Would it not be 



the first step in the discipline of the scientific spirit that one would not permit oneself any more 
convictions? 
Probably this is so; only we still have to ask: To make it possible for this discipline to begin, must 
there not be some prior conviction—even one that is so commanding and unconditional that it 
sacrifices all other convictions to itself? We see that science also rests on a faith; there simply is 
no science "without presuppositions." The question whether truth is needed must not only have 
been affirmed in advance, but affirmed to such a degree that the principle, the faith, the 
conviction finds expression: "Nothing is needed more than truth, and in relation to it everything 
else has only second-rate value." 
This unconditional will to truth—what is it? Is it the will not to allow oneself to be deceived? Or is 
it the will not to deceive? For the will to truth could be interpreted in the second way, too—if only 
the special case "I do not want to deceive myself" is subsumed under the generalization "I do not 
want to deceive." But why not deceive? But why not allow oneself to be deceived? 
Note that the reasons for the former principle belong to an altogether different realm from 
those for the second. One does not want to allow oneself to be deceived because one assumes that 
it is harmful, dangerous, calamitous to be deceived. In this sense, science would be a long-range 
prudence, a caution, a utility; but one could object in all fairness: How is that? Is wanting not to 
allow oneself to be deceived really less harmful, less dangerous, less calamitous? What do you 
know in advance of the character of existence to be able to decide whether the greater advantage 
is on the side of the unconditionally mistrustful or of the unconditionally trusting? But if both 
should be required, much trust as well as much mistrust, from where would science then be 
permitted to take its unconditional faith or conviction on which it rests, that truth is more 
important than any other thing, including every other conviction. Precisely this conviction could 
never have come into being if both truth and untruth constantly proved to be useful, which is the 
case. Thus—the faith in science, which after all exists undeniably, cannot owe its origin to such a 
calculus of utility; it must have originated in spite of the fact that the disutility and 
dangerousness of "the will to truth," of "truth at any price" is proved to it constantly. "At any 
price": how well we understand these words once we have offered and slaughtered one faith after 
another on this altar! 
Consequently, "will to truth" does not mean "I will not allow myself to be deceived" but—there is 
no alternative—"I will not deceive, not even myself"; and with that we stand on moral ground. For 
you only have to ask yourself carefully, "Why do you not want to deceive?" especially if it should 
seem—and it does seem!—as if life aimed at semblance, meaning error, deception, simulation, 
delusion, self-delusion, and when the great sweep of life has actually always shown itself to be on 
the side of the most scrupulous polytropoi [Greek word used in the first line of the Odyssey to describe 
Odysseus; meaning ranges from much turned to much traveled, versatile, wily, and manifold]. Charitably 
interpreted, such a resolve might perhaps be a quixotism, a minor slightly mad enthusiasm; but it 
might also be something more serious, namely, a principle that is hostile to life and destructive.—
"Will to truth"—that might be a concealed will to death ["will to death" borrowed by Freud in Beyond 
the Pleasure Principle]. 
Thus the question "Why science?" leads back to the moral problem: Why have morality at all when 
life, nature, and history are "not moral"? No doubt, those who are truthful in that audacious and 
ultimate sense that is presupposed by the faith in science thus affirm another world than the 
world of life, nature, and history; and insofar as they affirm this "other world"—look, must they 
not by the same token negate its counterpart, this world, our world?—But you will have gathered 
what I am driving at, namely, that it is still a metaphysical faith upon which our faith in science 
rests—that even we seekers after knowledge today, we godless anti-metaphysicians still take our 



fire, too, from the flame lit by a faith that is thousands of years old, that Christian faith which 
was also the faith of Plato, that God is the truth, that truth is divine. —But what if this should 
become more and more incredible, if nothing should prove to be divine any more unless it were 
error, blindness, the lie—if God himself should prove to be our most enduring lie?— 

345. Morality as a problem 
The lack of personality always takes its revenge: A weakened, thin, extinguished personality that 
denies itself is no longer fit for anything good—least of all for philosophy. "Selflessness" has no 
value either in heaven or on earth. All great problems demand great love, and of that only strong, 
round, secure spirits who have a firm grip on themselves are capable. It makes the most telling 
difference whether a thinker has a personal relationship to his problems and finds in them his 
destiny, his distress and his greatest happiness, or an "impersonal" one, meaning that he can do no 
better than to touch them and grasp them with the antennae of cold, curious thought. In the 
latter case nothing will come of it; that much one can promise in advance, for even if great 
problems should allow themselves to be grasped by them they would not permit frogs and 
weaklings to hold on to them; such has been their taste from time immemorial—a taste, 
incidentally, that they share with all redoubtable females. 
Why is it then that I have never yet encountered anybody, not even in books, who approached 
morality in this personal way and who knew morality as a problem, and this problem as his own 
personal distress, torment, voluptuousness, and passion? It is evident that up to now morality was 
no problem at all but, on the contrary, precisely that on which after all mistrust, discord, and 
contradiction one could agree—that hallowed place of peace where our thinkers took a rest even 
from themselves, took a deep breath, and felt revived. I see nobody who ventured a critique of 
moral valuations; I miss even the slightest attempts of scientific curiosity, of the refined, 
experimental imagination of psychologists and historians that readily anticipates a problem and 
catches it in flight without quite knowing what it has caught. I have scarcely detected a few 
meager preliminary efforts to explore the history of the origins of these feelings and valuations 
(which is something quite different from a critique and again different from a history of ethical 
systems). In one particular case [allusion to Paul Rée, author of Der Ursprung der moralischen 
Empfindungen (1877) and Die Entstehung des Gewissens (1885).] I have done everything to encourage a 
sympathy and talent for this kind of history—in vain, as it seems to me today. 
These historians of morality (mostly Englishmen) do not amount to much. Usually they themselves 
are still quite unsuspectingly obedient to one particular morality and, without knowing it, serve 
that as shield-bearers and followers—for example, by sharing that popular superstition of 
Christian Europe which people keep mouthing so guilelessly to this day, that what is characteristic 
of moral actions is selflessness, self-sacrifice, or sympathy and pity. Their usual mistaken premise 
is that they affirm some consensus of the nations, at least of tame nations, concerning certain 
principles of morals, and then they infer from this that these principles must be unconditionally 
binding also for you and me; or, conversely, they see the truth that among different nations moral 
valuations are necessarily different and then infer from this that no morality is at all binding. 
Both procedures are equally childish. 
The mistake made by the more refined among them is that they uncover and criticize the perhaps 
foolish opinions of a people about their morality, or of humanity about all human morality—opinions 
about its origin, religious sanction, the superstition of free will [See 347.], and things of that 
sort—and then suppose that they have criticized the morality itself. But the value of a command 
"thou shalt" is still fundamentally different from and independent of such opinions about it and 
the weeds of error that may have overgrown it—just as certainly as the value of a medication for 
a sick person is completely independent of whether he thinks about medicine scientifically or the 



way old women do. Even if a morality has grown out of an error, the realization of this fact would 
not as much as touch the problem of its value. 
Thus nobody up to now has examined the value of that most famous of all medicines which is called 
morality; and the first step would be—for once to question it. Well then, precisely this is our 
task.— 

346. Our question mark 
But you do not understand this? Indeed, people will have trouble understanding us. We are looking 
for words; perhaps we are also looking for ears. Who are we anyway? If we simply called ourselves, 
using an old expression, godless, or unbelievers, or perhaps immoralists, we do not believe that this 
would even come close to designating us: We are all three in such an advanced stage that one—that 
you, my curious friends—could never comprehend how we feel at this point. Ours is no longer the 
bitterness and passion of the person who has turned himself away and still feels compelled to turn 
his unbelief into a new belief, a purpose, a martyrdom. We have become cold, hard, and tough in 
the realization that the way of this world is anything but divine; even by human standards it is not 
rational, merciful, or just. We know it well, the world in which we live is ungodly, immoral, 
"inhuman"; we have interpreted it far too long in a false and mendacious way, in accordance with 
the wishes of our reverence, which is to say, according to our needs. For man is a reverent animal. 
But he is also mistrustful; and that the world is not worth what we thought it was, that is about as 
certain as anything of which our mistrust has finally got hold. The more mistrust, the more 
philosophy. 
We are far from claiming that the world is worth less; indeed it would seem laughable to us today 
if man were to insist on inventing values that were supposed to excel the value of the actual world. 
This is precisely what we have turned our backs on as an extravagant aberration of human vanity 
and unreason that for a long time was not recognized as such. It found its final expression in 
modern pessimism [i.e., Schopenhauer’s philosophy], and a more ancient and stronger expression in the 
teaching of Buddha; but it is part of Christianity also, if more doubtfully and ambiguously so but 
not for that reason any less seductive. 
The whole pose of "man against the world," of man as a "world-negating" principle, of man as the 
measure of the value of things, as judge of the world who in the end places existence itself upon 
his scales and finds it wanting—the monstrous insipidity of this pose has finally come home to us 
and we are sick of it. We laugh as soon as we encounter the juxtaposition of "man and world," 
separated by the sublime presumption of the little word "and." But look, when we laugh like that, 
have we simply not carried the contempt for man one step further? And thus also pessimism, the 
contempt for that existence which is knowable by us? Have we not exposed ourselves to the 
suspicion of an opposition—an opposition between the world in which we were at home up to now 
with our reverences that perhaps made it possible for us to endure life, and another world that 
consists of us—an inexorable, fundamental, and deepest suspicion about ourselves that is more and 
more gaining worse and worse control of us Europeans and that could easily confront coming 
generations with the terrifying Either/Or: "Either abolish your reverences or—yourselves!" The 
latter would be nihilism; but would not the former also be—nihilism? —This is our question mark. 

347. Believers and their need to believe 
How much one needs a faith [In German there is only one word for belief and faith, Glaube; and to believe 
is glauben] in order to flourish, how much that is "firm" and that one does not wish to be shaken 
because one clings to it, that is a measure of the degree of one’s strength (or, to put the point 
more clearly, of one’s weakness). Christianity, it seems to me, is still needed by most people in old 
Europe even today; therefore it still finds believers. For this is how man is: An article of faith 
could be refuted before him a thousand times—if he needed it, he would consider it "true" again 



and again, in accordance with that famous "proof of strength" of which the Bible speaks. [I 
Corinthians 2.4: "in demonstration of the Spirit and of power."] 
Metaphysics is still needed by some; but so is that impetuous demand for certainty that today 
discharges itself among large numbers of people in a scientific-positivistic form. The demand that 
one wants by all means that something should be firm (while on account of the ardor of this 
demand one is easier and more negligent about the demonstration of this certainty)—this, too, is 
still the demand for a support, a prop, in short, that instinct of weakness which, to be sure, does 
not create religious, metaphysical systems, and convictions of all kinds but—conserves them. 
Actually, what is steaming around all of these positivistic systems is the vapor of a certain 
pessimistic gloom, something that smells of weariness, fatalism, disappointment, and fear of new 
disappointments—or else ostentatious wrath, a bad mood, the anarchism of indignation, and 
whatever other symptoms and masquerades of the feeling of weakness there may be. Even the 
vehemence with which our most intelligent contemporaries lose themselves in wretched nooks and 
crannies, for example, into patriotism [Vaterländerei] (I mean what the French call chauvinisme and 
the Germans "German") or into petty aesthetic creeds after the manner of French naturalisme 
(which drags up and bares only that partof nature which inspires nausea and simultaneous 
amazement—today people like to call this part la vérité vraie [the true truth]) or into nihilism à la 
Petersburg (meaning the belief in unbelief even to the point of martyrdom) always manifests above 
all the need for a faith, a support, backbone, something to fall back on. 
Faith is always coveted most and needed most urgently where will is lacking; for will, as the affect 
of command, is the decisive sign of sovereignty and strength. In other words, the less one knows 
how to command, the more urgently one covets someone who commands, who commands severely—a 
god, prince, class, physician, father confessor, dogma, or party conscience. From this one might 
perhaps gather that the two world religions, Buddhism and Christianity, may have owed their origin 
and above all their sudden spread to a tremendous collapse and disease of the will. And that is 
what actually happened: both religions encountered a situation in which the will had become 
diseased, giving rise to a demand that had become utterly desperate for some "thou shalt." Both 
religions taught fanaticism in ages in which the will had become exhausted, and thus they offered 
innumerable people some support, a new possibility of willing, some delight in willing. For fanaticism 
is the only "strength of the will" that even the weak and insecure can be brought to attain, being a 
sort of hypnotism of the whole system of the senses and the intellect for the benefit of an 
excessive nourishment (hypertrophy) of a single point of view and feeling that henceforth 
becomes dominant—which the Christian calls his faith. Once a human being reaches the 
fundamental conviction that he must be commanded, he becomes "a believer." Conversely, one 
could conceive of such a pleasure and power of self-determination, such a freedom of the will [This 
conception of "freedom of the will" (alias, autonomy) does not involve any belief in what Nietzsche called "the 
superstition of free will" in section 345 (alias, the exemption of human actions from an otherwise universal 
determinism).] that the spirit would take leave of all faith and every wish for certainty, being 
practiced in maintaining himself on insubstantial ropes and possibilities and dancing even near 
abysses. Such a spirit would be the free spirit par excellence. 

349. Once more the origin of scholars 
The wish to preserve oneself is the symptom of a condition of distress, of a limitation of the 
really fundamental instinct of life which aims at the expansion of power and, wishing for that, 
frquently risks and even sacrifices self-preservation....in nature it is not conditions of distress 
that are dominant but overflow and squandering, even to the point of absurdity. The struggle for 
existence is only an exception, a temporary restriction of the will of life. The great and small 
struggle always revolves around superiority [Übergewicht], around growth and expansion, around 
power—in accordance with the will to power which is the will of life. 



351. In honor of the priestly type 
....a priest is and remains a human sacrifice...The common people attribute wisdom to such serious 
men of "faith" who have become quiet, meaning that they have acquired knowledge and are 
"certain" compared to one's own uncertainty. Who would want to deny them this word and this 
reverence?—But, it is also fair conversely, when philosophers consider priests as still "common 
people" and not men of knowledge—above all, because they simply do not believe in any "men of 
knowledge"; in this belief, or rather superstition, they smell the "common people." It was modesty 
that invented the word "philosopher" in Greece and left the magnificent overweening presumption 
in calling oneself wise to the actors of the spirit—the modesty of such monsters of pride and 
sovereignty as Pythagoras, as Plato—. 

352. How morality is scarcely dispensable 
A naked human being is generally a shameful sight. I am speaking of us Europeans (and not even of 
female Europeans!). Suppose that, owing to some magician's malice, the most cheerful company at 
table suddenly saw itself disrobed and undressed; I believe that not only their cheerfulness would 
vanish and that the strongest appetite would be discouraged— it seems that we Europeans simply 
cannot dispense with that masquerade which one calls clothes. 
Now consider the way "moral man" is dressed up, how he is veiled behind moral formulas and 
concepts of decency—the way our actions are benevolently concealed by the concepts of duty, 
virtue, sense of community, honorableness, self-denial—should the reasons for all this not be 
equally good? I am not suggesting that all this is meant to mask human malice and villainy—the wild 
animal in us; my idea is, on the contrary, that it is precisely as tame animals that we are a shameful 
sight and in need of the moral disguise, that the "inner man" in Europe is not by a long shot bad 
enough to show himself without shame (or to be beautiful). The European disguises himself with 
morality because he has become a sick, sickly, crippled animal that has good reasons for being 
"tame"; for he is almost an abortion, scarce half made up, weak, awkward. 
It is not the ferocity of the beast of prey that requires a moral disguise but the herd animal with 
its profound mediocrity, timidity, and boredom with itself. With morality the European dresses 
up—let us confess it!—to look nobler, more important, more respectable, "divine"— 

355. The origin of our concept of knowledge 
I take this explanation from the street. I heard one of the common people say, "he knew me right 
away." Then I asked myself: "What is it that the common people take for knowledge? What do 
they want when they want "knowledge"? Nothing more than this: Something strange is to be 
reduced to something familiar. And we philosophers—have we really meant more than this when we 
have spoken of knowledge? What is familiar means what we are used to so that we no longer 
marvel at it, our everyday, some rule in which we are stuck, anything at all in which we feel at 
home. Look, isn't our need for knowledge precisely this need for the familiar, the will to uncover 
under everything strange, unusual, and questionable something that no longer disturbs us? Is it not 
the instinct of fear that bids us to know? And is the jubilation of those who attain knowledge not 
the jubilation over the restoration of a sense of security? 
Here is a philospher who fancied that the world was "known" when he had reduced it to the "idea." 
Was it not because the "idea" was so familiar to him and he was so well used to it—because he 
hardly was afraid of the "idea" any more? 
How easily these men of knowledge are satisfied! Just have a look at their principles and their 
solutions of the world riddle with this in mind! When they find something in things—under them, or 
behind them—that is unfortunately quite familiar to us, such as our multiplication tables or our 
logic, or our willing and desiring—how happy they are right away! For "what is familiar is known": on 
this they are agreed. Even the most cautious among them suppose that what is familiar is at least 



more easily knowable than what is strange, and that, for example, sound method demands that we 
start from the "inner world," from the "facts of consciousness," because this world is more 
familiar to us. Error of errors! What is familiar is what we are used to; and what we are used to is 
most difficult to "know"—that is, to see as a problem; that is, to see as strange, as distant, as 
"outside us." 
The great certainty of the natural sciences in comparison with psychology and the critique of the 
elements of consciousness—one might almost say, with the unnatural sciences—is due precisely to 
the fact that they choose for their object what is strange, while it is almost contradictory and 
absurd to even try to choose for an object what is not-strange. 

365. The hermit speaks once more 
We, too associate with "people"; we, too, modestly don the dress in which (as which) others know 
us, respect us, look for us—and then we appear in company, meaning among people who are 
disguised without wanting to admit it. We, too, do what all prudent masks do, and in response to 
every curiosity that does not concern our "dress" we politely place a chair against the door. But 
there are also other ways and tricks when it comes to associating with or passing among men—for 
example, as a ghost, which is altogether advisable if one wants to get rid of them quickly and make 
them afraid. Example: One reaches out for us but gets no hold of us. That is frightening. Or we 
enter through a closed door. Or after all lights have been extinguished. Or after we have died. 
The last is the trick of posthumous people par excellence. ("What did you think?" one of them 
once asked impatiently; "would we feel like enduring the estrangement, the cold and quiet of the 
grave around us—this whole subterranean, concealed, mute, undiscovered solitude that among us is 
called life but might just as well be called death—if we did not know what will become of us, and 
that it is only after death that we shall enter our life and become alive, oh, very much alive, we 
posthumous people!") [Untimeliness is the price of immortality: "Some are born posthumously" (Ecce Homo); 
"One pays dearly for immortality; one has to die several times while still alive" (Ecce Homo). Graffiti: "God is 
dead."—Nietzsche "Nietzsche is dead."—God "Some are born posthumously."—Nietzsche] 

374. Our new "infinite" 
How far the perspective character of existence extends or indeed whether existence has any 
other character than this; whether existence without interpretation, without "sense," does not 
become "nonsense"; whether, on the other hand, all existence is not essentially actively engaged in 
interpretation—that cannot be decided even by the most industrious and most scrupulously 
conscientious analysis and self-examination of the intellect; for in the course of this analysis the 
human intellect cannot avoid seeing itself in its own perspectives, and only in these. We cannot look 
around our own corner: it is a hopeless curiosity that wants to know what other kinds of intellects 
and perspectives there might be; for example, whether some beings might be able to experience 
time backward, or alternately forward and backward (which would involve another direction of life 
and another concept of cause and effect). But I should think that today we are at least far from 
the ridiculous immodesty that would be involved in decreeing from our corner that perspectives 
are permitted only from this corner. Rathe has the world become "infinite" for us all over again, 
inasmuch as we cannot reject the possibility that it may include infinite interpretations. Once 
more we are seized by a great shudder; but who would feel inclined immediately to deify again 
after the old manner this monster of an unknown world? And to worship the unknown henceforth 
as "the Unknown One"? Alas, too many ungodly possibilities of interpretation are included in the 
unknown, too much devilry, stupidity, and foolishness of interpretation—even our own human, all 
too human folly, which we know. 

375. Why we look like Epicureans 



We are cautious, we modern men, about ultimate convictions. Our mistrust lies in wait for the 
enchantments and deceptions of the conscience that are involved in every strong faith, every 
unconditional Yes and No. How is this to be explained? Perhaps what is to be found here is largely 
the care of the "burned child," of the disappointed idealist; but there is also another, superior 
component: the jubilant curiosity of one who formerly stood in his corner and was driven to 
despair by his corner, and now delights and luxuriates in the opposite of a corner, in the boundless, 
in what is "free as such." Thus an almost Epicurean bent for knowledge develops that will not easily 
let go of the questionable character of things; also an aversion to big moral words and gestures; a 
taste that rejects all crude, four-square opposites and is proudly conscience of its practice in 
having reservations. For this constitutes our pride, this slight tightening of the reins as our urge 
for certainty races ahead, this self-control of the rider during his wildest rides; for we still ride 
mad and fiery horses, and when we hesitate it is least of all danger that makes us hesitate. 

377. We who are homeless 
Among Europeans today there is no lack of those who are entitled to call themselves homeless in a 
distinctive and honorable sense: it is to them that I especially commend my secret wisdom and 
gaya scienza. For their fate is hard, their hopes are uncertain; it is quite a feat to devise some 
comfort for them—but what avail? We children of the future, how could we be at home in this 
today? We feel disfavor for all ideals that might lead one to feel at home even in this fragile, 
broken time of transition; as for its "realities," we do not believe that they will last. The ice that 
still supports people today has become very thin; the wind that brings the thaw is blowing; we 
ourselves who are homeless constitute a force that breaks open ice and other all too thin 
"realities." 
We "conserve" nothing; neither do we want to return to any past periods; we are not by any means 
"liberal"; we do not work for "progress"; we do not need to plug up our ears against the sirens who 
in the market place sing of the future: their song about "equal rights," "a free society," "no more 
masters and no servants" has no allure for us. We simply do not consider it desirable that a realm 
of justice and concord should be established on earth (because it would certainly be the realm of 
the deepest leveling and chinoiserie) [concluding poem, Beyond Good and Evil: "nur wer sich wandelt bleibt 
mit mir verwandt" (Only those who keep changing remain akin to me)]; we are delighted with all who love, 
as we do, danger, war, and adventures, who refuse to compromise, to be captured, reconciled, and 
castrated; we count ourselves among conquerors; we think about the necessity for new orders, also 
for a new slavery—for every strengthening and enhancement of the human type also involves a new 
kind of enslavement. Is it not clear that with all this we are bound to feel ill at ease in an age that 
likes to claim the distinction of being the most humane, the mildest, and the most righteous age 
that the sun has ever seen? It is bad enough that precisely when we hear these beautiful words 
we have the ugliest suspicions. What we find in them is merely an expression—and a masquerade—
of a profound weakening, of weariness, of old age, of declining energies. What can it matter to us 
what tinsel the sick may use to cover up their weakness? Let them parade it as their virtue; after 
all, there is no doubt that weakness makes one mild, oh so mild, so righteous, so inoffensive, so 
"humane"! 
The "religion of pity" to which one would like to convert us—oh, we know the hysterical little males 
and females well enough who today need precisely this religion as a veil and make-up. We are no 
humanitarians; we should never dare to permit ourselves to speak of our "love for humanity"; our 
kind is not actor enough for that. Or not Saint-Simonist enough [i.e., not a utopian socialist], not 
French enough. One really has to be afflicted with a Gallic excess of erotic irritability and 
enamored impatience to approach in all honesty the whole of humanity with one’s lust! 



Humanity! Has there ever been a more hideous old woman among all old women—(unless it were 
"truth": a question for philosophers)? No, we do not love humanity ["Man is something that shall be 
overcome": Thus Spake Zarathustra, Prologue]; but on the other hand we are not nearly "German" 
enough, in the sense in which the word "German" is constantly being used nowadays, to advocate 
nationalism and race hatred and to be able to take pleasure in the national scabies of the heart 
and blood poisoning that now leads the nations of Europe to delimit and barricade themselves 
against each other as if it were a matter of quarantine. For that we are too openminded, too 
malicious, too spoiled, also too well informed, too "traveled": we far prefer to live on mountains, 
apart, "untimely," in past or future centuries, merely in order to keep ourselves from experiencing 
the silent rage to which we know we should be condemned as eyewitnesses of politics that are 
desolating the German spirit by making it vain and that is, moreover, petty politics: to keep its own 
creation from immediately falling apart again, is it not finding it necessary to plant it between two 
deadly hatreds? must it not desire the eternalization of the European system of a lot of petty 
states? 
We who are homeless are too manifold and mixed racially and in our descent, being "modern men," 
and consequently do not feel tempted to participate in the mendacious racial self-admiration and 
racial indecency that parades in Germany today as a sign of a German way of thinking and that is 
doubly false and obscene among the people of the "historical sense." We are, in one word—and let 
this be our word of honor—good Europeans, the heirs of Europe, the rich, oversupplied, but also 
overly obligated heirs of thousands of years of European spirit. As such, we have also outgrown 
Christianity and are averse to it—precisely because we have grown out of it, because our ancestors 
were Christians who in their Christianity were uncompromisingly upright: for their faith they 
willingly sacrificed possessions and position, blood and fatherland. We—do the same. For what? 
For our unbelief? For every kind of unbelief? No, you know better than that, friends! The hidden 
Yes in you is stronger than all Nos and Maybes that afflict you and your age like a disease; and 
when you have to embark on the sea, you emigrants, you, too, are compelled to this by—a faith! 

379. The fool interrupts 
The writer of this book is no misanthrope; today one pays too dearly for hatred of men. If one 
would hate the way man was hated formerly, Timonically [Timon of Athens], wholly, without 
exception, with a full heart, with the whole love of hatred, then one would have to renounce 
contempt. And how much fine joy, how much patience, how much graciousness even do we owe 
precisely to our contempt! Moreover, it makes us the "elect of God": refined contempt is our taste 
and privilege, our art, our virtue perhaps, as we are the most modern of moderns. 
Hatred, on the other hand, places people on a par, vis-à-vis; in hatred there is honor; finally, in 
hatred there is fear, a good and ample element of fear. We fearless ones, however, we more 
spiritual human beings of this age, we know our own advantage well enough to live without fear of 
this age precisely because we are more spiritual. We shall hardly be decapitated, imprisoned, or 
exiled; not even our books will be banned or burned. The age loves the spirit; it loves and needs us, 
even if we should have to make clear to it that we are virtuosos of contempt; that every 
association with human beings makes us shudder slightly; that for all our mildness, patience, 
geniality, and politeness, we cannot persuade our nose to give up its prejudices against the 
proximity of a human being; that we love nature the less humanly it behaves, and art when it is the 
artist’s escape from man, or the artist’s mockery of man, or the artist’s mockery of himself. 

380. The "wanderer" speaks 
If one would like to see our European morality for once as it looks from a distance, and if one 
would like to measure it against other moralities, past and future, then one has to proceed like a 
wanderer who wants to know how high the towers in a town are: he leaves the town. "Thoughts are 



moral prejudices," [subtitle to The Dawn (1881 edition)] if they are not meant to be prejudices about 
prejudices, presuppose a position outside morality, some point beyond good and evil to which one 
has to rise, climb, or fly—and in the present case at least a point beyond our good and evil, a 
freedom from everything "European," by which I mean the sum of the imperious value judgments 
that have become part of our flesh and blood. That one wants to go precisely out there, up there, 
may be a minor madness, a peculiar and unreasonable "you must"—for we seekers for knowledge 
also have our idiosyncrasies of "unfree will"—the question is whether one really can get up there. 
This may depend on manifold conditions. In the main the question is how light or heavy we are—the 
problem of our "specific gravity." One has to be very light to drive one’s will to knowledge into 
such a distance and, as it were, beyond one’s time, to create for oneself eyes to survey millennia 
and, moreover, clear skies in these eyes. One must have liberated oneself from many things that 
oppress, inhibit, hold down, and make heavy precisely us Europeans today. The human being of such 
a beyond who wants to behold the supreme measures of value of his time must first of all 
"overcome" this time in himself—this is the test of his strength—and consequently not only his 
time but also his prior aversion and contradiction against this time, his suffering from this time, 
his un-timeliness, his romanticism. 

382. The great health 
Being new, nameless, hard to understand, we premature births of an as yet unproven future need 
for a new goal also a new means—namely a new health, stronger, more seasoned, tougher, more 
audacious, and gayer than any previousl health. Whoever has a soul that craves to have 
experienced the whole range of values and desiderata to date, and to have sailed around all the 
coast of this ideal "mediterranean"; whoever wants to know from the adventures of his own more 
authentic experience how a discoverer and conqueror of the ideal feels, land also an artist, a saint, 
a legislator, a sage, a scholar, a pious man, a soothsayer, and one who stands divinely apart in the 
old style—needs one thing above everything else: the great health—that one does not merely have 
but also acquires continually, and must acquire because one gives it up again and again, and must 
give it up. 
And now, after we have long been on our way in this manner, we argonauts of the ideal, with more 
daring perhaps than is prudent, and have suffered shipwreck and damage often enough, but are, to 
repeat it, healthier than one likes to permit us, dangerously healthy, ever again healthy—it will 
seem to us as if, as a reward, we now confronted an as yet undiscovered country whose boundaries 
nobody has surveyed yet, something beyond all the lands and nooks of the ideal so far, a world so 
overrich in what is beautiful, strange, questionable, terrible, and divine that our curiosity as well 
as our craving to possess it has got beside itself—alas, now nothing will sate us any more! 
After such vistas and with such a burning hunger in our conscience and science [In Wissen und 
Gewissen], how could we still be satisfied with present-day man? It may be too bad but it is 
inevitable that we find it difficult to remain serious when we look at his worthiest goals and hopes, 
and perhaps we do not even bother to look any more. 
Another ideal runs ahead of us, a strange, tempting, dangerous ideal to which we should not wish 
to persuade anybody because we do not readily concede the right to it to anyone: the ideal of a 
spirit who plays naively—that is, not deliberately but from overflowing power and abundance—with 
all that was hitherto called holy, good, untouchable, divine; for whom those supreme things that 
the people naturally accept as their value standards, signify danger, decay, a debasement, or at 
least recreation, blindness, and temporary self-oblivion; the ideal of a human, superhuman well-
being and benevolence [Wohlseins und Wohlwollens] that will often appear inhuman—for example, 
when it confronts all earthly seriousness so far, all solemnity in gesture, word, tone, eye, morality, 
and task so far, as if it were their most incarnate and involuntary parody—and in spite of all of 



this, it is perhaps only with him that great seriousness really begins, that the real question mark is 
posed for the first time, that the destiny of the soul changes, the hand moves forward, the 
tragedy begins. 

 


